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77 IliTRODUCTION 
The  new  information technology that is spreading rapidly across 
industry and  the economic  and social sectors has,  to an 
increasing extent,  become  the driving force of our modern 
society. 
The  Community  is aware of the need  for an urgency  in taking 
concerted action soon  and is therefore getting mobilised. 
The  commission has made  the promotion of the competitive nature 
of European  industry the key to the general  Community  strategy 
and five  complementary projects - ESPRIT,  BRITE,  RACE,  DELTA  and 
COMETT~ - are currently being  implemented. 
Human  resources are of prime  importance in this challenge to new 
information technology,  an  education and training in this field 
have to be very broadly based.  The  role of the ochool is 
considerable.  It hao to give young people a  grounding whereby 
they can master and  e>~loit NIT  in their particular professions 
and enable them to adapt to this new  technological culture in 
their everyday life. 
It also has to  e>~loit the enormous potential of IT for 
assisting in the processes of teaching and learning. 
Once  trained in this way,  young people will make  an effective 
contribution to the development of !liT throughout the Community 
and throughout industry.  The  Commission is uorldng towards 
these objectives with a  variety of measures related to: 
vocational training and lliT  (1985) 
cooperation between the universities and  industry  (1985) 
student mobility  (1985) 
The ministers for Education were anxious to give a  Community 
dimension to NIT  and so,  on 19.9.1983,  adopted a  resolution on 
"MEASURES  RELATED  TO  THE  IllTRODUCTION  OF  NEW  INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY  IN  EDUCATION"  (O.J.  No  256  of 24  September 1983). 
(l)  - ESPRIT:  European Strategic Programme  for Research and · 
Development  in Information Technologies. 
- BRITE:  Basic Research  in Industrial Technologies for 
Europe. 
- RACE:  Research  in Advanced  Communications  for Europe. 
- DELTA:  Developing European Learning through 
Technological  Advance. 
- COMETT:  Community  in Education and Training for 
Technology. 
1 The  Mininters were particularly concerned with certain aspects 
of the  inclusion of NIT  in the teaching timetable 
the aims  and  the methods  of introducing young  people to NIT 
the application of NIT  to the various subjects in the 
curriculum 
the contribution of NIT  to the education of children with 
special needs 
girls'  involvement in educational activity in which  NIT  plays 
a  part 
the essential links between school  and vocational training. 
The  Commission  has been  invited to implement a  number of schemes 
to introduce !liT by  31  December  1997.  Thio will mainly  involve 
collecting,  exchanging and dioseminating information about the 
introduction of NIT  into schools  in the Community  and,  in 
particular 
running meeting programmes  no that the Member  states can 
pool their experience 
setting up  a  programme of study visits aimed,  as a  matter of 
priority, at teacher trainers 
instituting a  opecific NIT  data exchange process  (along the 
lines of the Eurydice network). 
a)  Tbe  action programme 
On  14  Declmber  1994,  the Community  adopted an action 
prog+amme  for the period 1995-1997,  in implementation of 
the resolution of  19  September  1993.  This programme 
lays down  the areas in which the Community  should 
intervene 
specifies how  the programme  itself should be  implement~~ 
provides  for a  specific NIT  information network to be 
established 
suggeots closer collaboration with the international 
organizations. 
(1)  COM  (94)  722  final 
2 This work  programme  focuses  Community  action on  four main 
strategic topics:-
1  the  introduction of NIT  in teaching methods and curricula 
2  training for teachers and teacher trainers 
3  software,  course't-mrc  und  hardware  oystems 
4  economic  aspects and  development strategies. 
It lays  do~m the various aspects to cover and action to be taken 
for each topic. 
In November  1986,  the Council  adopted  a  opecific work programme 
for 1987. 
b)  Implem~ntati.on of the Hork  progrnmm~ 
A  group of national loaders rcoponsiblc for incorporating 
information technology into education han been act up to pilot 
the Community•o  action.  Theca people arc coordinating nnd 
planning the introduction of lni into the education  oynt~o of 
their particular cotmtricc.  They t:lect  in Bnmoclo periodically 
and the aim  is to advice tl1c  Commission  on the running and 
continuity of Community  ochcmcr:;  and to help make  for proper 
coordination of thcoc  schemes  and  any initiative taken in the 
I!embcr states. 
The group has played an active part in preparing the comnunity 
ochemes  since 1985 
discussion of the progracmcs  for tho European  scminnro in 
Newcastle,  Bologna,  Berlin and Enschcde.  In particular, it 
was  involved in forming the delegations for the sominaro· 
cliscuosion of the progrMil!lc  "Young  People and lrris  Hc~k" 
held in Turin  (1985),  European Visito  (France  1986,  United 
Ringdo~ 1907):  ouomcr  cchools held in Liege  (July 1905), 
Ghent  (July 1906),  Glnogow  (July 1997),  Liege  (September 
1987)  nnd  TUbingen  (Octob~r 1987),  !~adrid Seminar and 
Teacher Training  (Novcmb~r 1987)  and in Socst  (Dusseldorf) 
on using dnta-procecoing in class  (December  1987) 
organization in conjunction l<rith  Nationnl coordinators of 
study vioito on  lliTS 
advice on uhat prior studies were  required 
advice on  priority cchemc  to be  run  in 1988. 
3 The  nationally responsible bodies have also been asked to 
prepare and  update the national reports on the progreso made 
in the  insertion of the NIT  in teaching since the adoption of 
the Resolution of 19th September 1983. 
c)  creation of a  specialiged NIT  network:  the Euryclee  network 
This  comprises  one or more  centres in each Member  State.1 
These centrco arc open to anyone  interested in the 
incorporation of !TIT  in education,  i.e. to people who  spread 
their information  (teacher trainers,  inspectors,  headteachers, 
teachers and students). 
The  aim is to select,  store and exchange  information  (relating 
to the strategy applied in the particular Member  State)  on NIT 
incorporation in education uith a  view to enabling the 
different people involved in tho educational process to 
familiarize themselves with now  technology.  Tho  idea is also 
to find out about and ascertain the quality of existing 
coursmmrc and to contribute to any other courseware data 
banlcs  in the Uembcr  stateo of the European COmmunity. 
The  inforcation centres arc also intended to consolidate the 
Community  activity 
by producing,  say: 
envisaged ao part of the uork programmes 
- dossiers for those benefiting from the 
study visits 
information dossiers in preparation 
for ocminars and meetings  · 
a  list of key people involved in NIT 
applied to education 
the coordination of research. 
They can obtain technical assistance  fro~ the Eurydice central 
unit with problems of educational data processing and 
documentation and with tho production of dossiers in 
particular. 
Cooperation between the national Eurydice unit and the other 
centres will be defined and organized in the light of the 
specific characteriotics of the education system in each Member 
State.  The  Commission  invited the heads of the specialized  .. 
centres to attend meetings of the group of national leaders and 
gives them the opportunity to  m~et the day before if they wish.  -
The  first meeting of heads of centres took place in March  1986 
with the aim of establishing priorities for data exchange within 
the network and  defining the best way  of organizing this 
exchange. 
The  exchange of data between the Euryclee network centres 
operates by  ~cans of electronic messaging.  A booklet describing 
the Euryclec network centres has been produced in all languages 
by the Eurydice European Unit. 
1  Anne>c  V 
4 d)  Gooperntion with  intnrnntional organizations 
Cooperation with the national  and  international organizations 
that are active in the field of NIT  and education took 
practical shape when  rcpreoentatives  (of the OECD,  the Council 
of Europe,  UNESCO  and  IBI)  attended the various European 
seminars in Harseillen,  Nct-rcastle,  Bologna,  Berlin and 
Enschcde.  The  organizations also observe at meetings of the 
group of national lcadero uith a  view to coordinating some  of 
their own  schemes  and thus avoiding any duplication. 
Lastly,  the Commission  gave  financial  support to a  meeting 
which  CERI  (OECD)  ran in 1934  to discuss·the new  duties of 
teachers and the implications with regnrd to qualifications. 
e)  The  COllETT  Prograrnmn  - T.M  unlvcrsiti~Ll\Dd industry 
coopernto on  trnining 
on  24  July  1986  ,  the Council adopted Comniosion propoenlo 
on a  now  action programme to boost cooperation between the 
univeroirico and industry on training in neu technology 
(COlffiTT) 
COllETT  han threo ainu:;: -
1.  to promote  a  European identity,  in particular by 
encouraging otudcnts to taJc.e  in-service couroes in firms 
in other Ilembcr Statco 
2.  to encourage economies of scale through the joint 
organization of new  training programmes to remedy the 
shortage of specialized labour attendant on the speed of 
technological progroos 
3.  to encourage the Uember  states to exchange their 
experience on univoroity-industry cooperation on training. 
COMETT  will provide Community  support - estimated at sornc  45 
Dillion ECUo  between  1986 and  1989  - for actions coming within 
these targeto.  In 1987,  over 1000 projects were  submitted of 
which  750 uere retained,  217  c:tudcnts  received grants to cpend 
a  period of their study time  in other countries.  15 
(fellowships)  were allocated to work  in other member  States 
universities.  The  CO}ffiTT  programme  works  on  an essentially 
cooperative basis in co far as it always  involves several 
lnember  States. 
1  COl-t  (85)431  :  Action Programme  of the community  in Education 
and Training for Technology 
5 f)  ACTIVITY  REPORT 
In accordance with the Resolution,  the Commission is bound 
to submit to the Education Committee  and  the Council  a 
report on the state of progress of the work.  An 
intermediate report has been adopted by the council  in 
November  1986.  An  overall report covering the whole  period 
from  1983  - 1987  is now  presented.  This  report consists of an 
update of the first intermediate report which went  from  1903 
to 1985. 
The  present report is in  two- - parts:-
1.  A synthesis of the activities undertaken in the Member 
states based on  the national contributions prepared by 
those in charge nationally 
2.  an outline of  Communi~y action  (details of schemes  being 
run appear in Annex  I  . 
Each part covero the topico  in the 1905-1907 work programme. 
6 I  SUMMARY  OF  AC'I'ION  BY  l1EHBER  STATES  TO  INCORPORATE  JUTS  INTO 
EDUCATION 
A.  Introduction of NIT  in educntional practice and  content 
A.l Measures  taken 
1.  pyblic authority programmes 
In the J.Iember  States where the first initiatives in this 
area came  mainly  from  teachers and heads having an interest in 
information technology - and which were  consequently not very 
widespread  - it seems  today that the drive and management  of 
the introduction of the new  technologies  into education come 
more  and more  from  the public authorities and training 
organisationo. 
The latter,  being nol:T  convinced of the need to introduce 
computers into ochoolo,  have oct up supportive otructuras, 
have set the levels and define the major options for their 
use,  while still favouring  a  certain decentralization. 
The  UI<  Government cctabliohcd tho Uicroclcctronics Education 
Programme  (t-mP)  for England,  llales and Northern Ireland and 
the SHOP  in 1990-Bl.  Thus the Ult  already had substantial 
experience in this field by  1993  and has obtained more 
since then. 
The  UEP  was 
established 
to build on 
information 
are:-
conplctcd in 1906.  Tho 
the Hicroclcctronico in 
the UEP  and consolidate 
technology in ocboolo. 
government then 
Education Support Unit 
and  integrate the use of 
The  taolro of this Unit 
1.  to provide curriculum materials which \rill help 
teachers usc the computer across the curriculum where this 
is appropriate 
2.  to provide nn  infornation oervicc that informs about such 
things as available coftwarc and hardware,  curriculum 
materials,  exanplco of good practice,  conference and 
training opportunities and curriculum development vorlc  in 
hand  (and anything cloc that we  arc told night be useful) 
3.  To  support in any  way  poosible the activities of the pre-
and  in-service trninorn 
4.  to continue and develop the work begun by lmP  in Special 
Education. 
It covers both primary and  cecondary years and also meets 
the needs of teacher training establishments. 
7 The  government nlno provides substantial grants to local 
nuthoritieo to increaoe their hardware stocks,  to train 
staff and to employ  advisory teachers to help with the 
integration of  IT  in the actual classroom. 
since Uay  1967,  the English local authorities have been 
receiving central Government grants to increase their 
hardware  otocks and recruit teachers who  will be trained in 
the m:::e  of lTIT  in their opecial subjects. 
In Scotlanq,  the SHOP  in 1983  became  an  integral part of the 
~  (Scottioh council  for Educational Technology). 
Close  linko have been established with the regional unit:  a 
ntudy of "Loarning and Teaching in Scottioh Secondary Schoola" 
has been conplcted,  while another,  on the name  aubjcct in 
prinary teaching io at preoent under way. 
In most of the Uermcr statoo,  tho introduction of NIT  into 
education io nou bettor otructurcd and better usc is made  of 
the means  available. 
In July 1984,  in Belgium  (Dutch speaking)  a  ministerial 
committee  on education and  information technology wao  oct up 
to advise representatives of the Cabinet of the Ministry of 
Education,  the cabineto of the Flemish Community  and the three 
tcachero notuorlcs,  the universitien and the Belgian radio and 
televioion.  The  committee uao  appointed to define a  suitable 
policy for the introduction of lliT  in education  (Dutch 
opealdng). 
Following the 1903  plan to introduce  100,000 
microproceoooro,  France drew up  ito "Computers  for everyone" 
plan  (PIPT)  in 1985. 
The  exictcnco of the operating hardware  for "Computers for 
everyone"  conotituteo an extremely important bonus  for the 
educational  oyotem bccauoo  ito uoe can be mastered 
progrenr;ively. 
Thin is why  n  certain number of targets and general principles 
have recently been otntcd: 
In ochoolo and collcgeo,  the idea that information technology 
is not taught no  a  diocipline but approached as a  teaching and 
learning tool han been reaffirmed. 
Alongside what  in normally referred to generally as  "computer-
aided teaching",  used to support the traditional oubjects,  the 
1  accent is placed on the need to prepare pupils for what will 
be their environment in their professional lives.  With this 
in mind,  two  teaching uoeo  of computers are to the forefront: 
a  tool  for simulation on one hand and for database handling on 
the other. 
0 In both secondary and  primary classes computer otudlon ·aro 
pursu~d no  well  no  the usc of the computer in tho tonching nnd 
learn1ng of  o~her.subjectc.  Theoe ctudies arc .QJrt;ionnl  o.nd  nn 
optional exam1nat1on  in the subjet will be offered in tho 
baccalaureate  from  1980. 
Information technology  is compulsory  in all classes prepnring 
for the scientific and technical colleges  from the beginning 
o~ the 1907  school year and  for other major colleges beginning 
Wlth the  1908  school year.  · 
In 1985,  Spain set up  the experimental projects ATEUEA  and 
MERCURIO.  The  former  for the introduction of the 
microcomputer  in education,  the latter for the introduction of 
video.  In 1987 both projects merged  into the !Tcv  Infornntion 
Technology and Col!l!:lunication  programme  t.fhich Ullc  nt tho tmo 
cstabliohed by the IIiniotry of Education.  In 1905,  difforont 
planz  for introducing the ccmputcr into the:!  clnonroro uoro oct 
up by tho vnriouo oolf-govcrning col!!r.lunition.  T".ncoo  oro:  tho 
Educationnl  Computing project in catalunhn,  the Dncquo  plnn 
for  tl~e  introduc~ion of computers into  educ~tion, tho  t~h~nhra 
plan ln Andalouolc,  tho Abnco  project in the ~nnr!~, and tho 
Abrcntc project in Gallicc. 
In  {983  in Greece,  a  S~anding Committee  wao  appointed  in tho 
Ministry  of  Education  to create a  programme  for  the J.ntroduction 
of  inforrnaticn  in ochoolo.  A pilot programme  ~7llD  docided  on 
putting tho  whole  ochorno  in the  frnrnc  of  tho  computer cc a  new 
tool  for  Lcnrning-Tooching.  Thin pilot programme  ctnrtod in 
1984.  It wno  dccidod  thnt the first ntep  ohould  bo  the tcnching 
of  informatico  in upper  oocondnry  level  nchoolo,  oopccinlly  tho 
technical  lycoums,  multi-dinciplinc  lyce~o and  co~prohonoivc  .l 
ochoolz.  . 
The  topics  addrcaocd  Hero  hard\-1are,  teacher training,  ooftt,mrc 
and  changeo  in tho curriculum.  The  hnrdwaro  used unn  IBN 
compatibles mainly manufncturod  in thic country.  The  ooftwaro 
uocd  \luD  mainly  o.v.oilablc  from  tho producoro,  no  th~ n.nin  topic 
was  the  tc~ching of  inforrnoticn.  Toaching  nnd  proctico of  4-G 
hours  per  week  hno  .~~~n  .. -~ncoi'pornted  into_thc  Cl~rrlc.ulurn  .. _ 
;:rtaly launched n  national plan to introduce lilT into  ~:ppm: 
secondary schools in october 1905.  The plan providcn for 
introducing the theoretical basis of information tcchnolo~r by 
teaching mathematic~ and phynics. 
In 1984  in the JTc1:h«:!rlrms:lr:  nn  information pronation pl<m 
(IUSP)  uno  launched.  It it:;  five-year promotional plM,  of 
which teaching in one aspect.  Concerns all ccctoro of 
education,  C)~ccpt univcroities.  The  research plan hno  nlrcndy 
produced concrete rcnulto.  Dnvclopment projccto hnvc  been 
launched on  a  norc or lcoo uide scale in all occtoro of 
teaching.  These have nloo been provided uith harduarc. 
For the IUSP,  a  special project exists,  put in hnnd both 
uithin nnd uithout tl1e  Uiniotry of Education and Scianco. 
For tl1o  C)~crnnl planning of each educational ooctor n  project 
planner io noninatcd.  !Io  mplrnncnto tho annunl plon<::J  mu.l  · 
l-torlco  cloocly uith ·tho Uiniotry through n  'follou-u:p•  plnn. 
Follo\'ling a  pilot ocbcmo  conducted in 19Bi_-05,  E9IJ'J..:1IT.Hl 
introduced the nationnl UIUERVA  programme  in Octc~.'b~l905  ~ 
(JUNERVJ\.)  - Hoyenr;  informntiquc dano  1 1 cnscigM.cnt: · 
Rationalisa~ion,Valoris~tion, Actualisation In the year 1985-87,  the  second  year of its pilot phase,  the 
MINERVA  project structured its network  around  five  nodes 
placed at the universities of  Coimbra,  Minho,  Porto,  Aveiro 
and  Lisboa.  The  teacher training colleges  located  in the 
regions  of  influence of these universities have  now  been 
integrated into the  nodes,  providing wider geographic coverage 
and  closer support to the schools. 
In the  Federal  Republic  of Germany,  the  joint Federal 
Government-Lander  commission  for educational  planning and the 
promotion of research  (BLK)  adopted  a  general  programme  on 
information technology  in education  and training on  7  December 
1984. 
The  BLK  outline plan provides the basic guidelines for the 
introduction on  NIT  in education  in the Lander of the 
Federal Republic.  To  encourage this,  in  1984  the  BLK 
established a  policy encouraging pilot projects jointly 
financed  by the Federal  Government  and the Lander. 
Various  Lander have  published new  study programmes  for 
information technology teaching  (Berlin,  as an obligatory 
option in the  lower secondary level,  in Bavaria,  for the basic 
and  supplementary courses at "Kolleg"  (education for young 
adults)  level,  Bremen  in the  form  of outline directives and 
for  a  course at upper secondary level.  Bavaria has published 
a  communication opening the way  to the  introduction of basic 
information in information technology in ordinary schools at 
lower  secondary level). 
Several  Lander  (Lower  Saxony  and  Rheinland-Pfalz  among  others) 
have  enabled the school  authorities to purchase suitable 
computers by  drawing  up  new  recommendations  for the purchase 
of the hardware  or by selecting computers suitable for the 
requirements of the schools  (Bavaria).  The  Lander Commission 
for planning of education and development  of research was 
able,  in Harch  1987,  to synthesize the experience acquired 
throughout the country in a  revised version of the 
recommendations  on  equipment. 
Pilot experiments  for the introduction of  information 
technology training at lower and  upper secondary levels,  the 
new  study programmes  publiohed,  the extra teacher training 
courses  and  the arrangement of the necessary infrastructure 
with the  advisory departments and specialist bodies have 
supplied all interested parties with clear and  certain 
information to pursue the development of  information 
technology training. 
In  Belgium  (French-speaking),  the job of  introducing NIT 
into education is basically done  by  the national 
authorities,  but they have  considerable support  from  the 
university OSE  (Computers  for Education)  network,  which  has 
taken over preparation of the documentation,  and the 
information and  training of teachers. 
10 2.  More  effective  follow-up 
Several Member  states have  made  provision for national 
councils to monitor the introduction of NIT  in schools. 
In  Belgium  (Dutch  speaking)  under the Ministerial  Committee 
of Education  and  Information Technology,  seven working parties 
have been set up  to prepare plans of action and to provide 
support. 
In  penmark,  since  1993,  a  ministerial committee on teaching 
NIT  has  examined the possibility of relating this subject to 
the other subjects taught in primary school. 
In the Grand  puchy  of Luxembourg,  pilot experiments in pre-
school  and primary classes arc coordinated by n  working 
group consisting of ccvcral membero  of the inspectorate as 
well as the instructoro.  The  "Ucw  Technology and Education" 
department of the Uinintry of national Education and Young 
People,  ~rhich is directly involved in thio uorldng group,  . 
provides evaluation of the  e~~eriment. 
The  programmes  relating to the introduction of NIT  into the 
lower levels of secondary education arc prepared and evaluated 
by the Ministry in cooperation with the National  Commission 
for computer programmes. 
This also applies to programmes relating to professional 
training,  uhich,  furthermore,  benefit - at the level of 
training loading to the CAIP  - from the advice of the 
professional Chambers  consisting of representatives of 
employers•  and  salaried staff associations. 
In Spain,  nodclled on the Athena  and Uercury projects,  a 
follow-up plan is provided for,  which will coumence  in 19SS  in 
order to gather data permitting conclusions to be drawn  on 
the process of experiments in schools and on the programme as 
a  whole. 
At present,  the schools which have participated in the 
ATENEA  project are distributed as folllows:-
-Primary Education Centres:2G7 
-secondary Education centrcs:29S 
-Special  Education Centres:JO 
-Training Centres for Teachers:90 
11 In the  Federal  Republic of Germany,  the  BLK  and  the Standing 
conference of Land  Hiniotero of Education deal with 
questions concerning the coordination and promotion·of NIT 
in education.  All  the Lander equipped schools and other 
educational establishments with NIT  and  teaching programmes. 
The  Hunich Institute for audio-visual media  in science and 
eduation uill now  serve as  a  documentation centre to establish 
guidelines for the  Lander and is available to them  for 
consultation on  any  information problems that overlap between 
Lander. 
In Ireland,  a  curriculum and  Examinations  Board  was 
established in  1904  to review the otructure and  content of 
programmes  so that they could be better adapted to pupils' 
needs. 
In  Itn~, the Directorate-General  for technical education 
has  introduced oyctcmatic noocosmcnt  oyotamo vhich nrc run 
by the research institutes and technical committoas which 
prepared the draft rcforn. 
In the  H~th~rJnndfl,  the Centrun voor Onderwijs en Informatie-
tcchnologic  (Centre for Information Technology and 
Education  (COI)  was  oct up to stimulate the use of computers 
in schools.  The  COI  collects and distributes documentation 
concerning NIT.  Thic  Centre t-1ill  continue its activitieo in 
privaj:).7.cd  form  from  1988. 
As  the conputer otimulntion plan  (I N  S  P)  cones little by 
little to maturity,  a  "follow-up"  operation has been under way 
cincc 1906.  Thic  operation conoiots of a  set of meaoureo 
nimcd at perpetuating the outcome of the computer introduction 
plan.  In order to do thio,  the J.tiniotry hao  analyzed the 
present  (1906)  and  future  (1990s)  situationo in the field of 
the neu  information technologies. 
In Portugn]_,  the  follot-r-up  of the UINERVA  project in carried 
out by  a  central steering Committee which receives advice  from 
a  nntional Coordinating Council  on  which the various nodes of 
the project nrc represented. 
The  suggestions of better ways  of introducing information 
technologies  in the curricula,  as well  ao  recommendations 
concerning curriculum development,  are discussed at school and 
regional  level,  \lith the participation and  stimulus of the 
university and teacher training college teams,  who  put them 
fon-mrd  to the Steering Comnittcc,  either directly or through 
the National coordinating Council. 
In  Greece,  the  standing Comrnittoe,  together with a  special  team 
f  specialists,  followed  up  the realization of  the pilot 
0 ro  ramme.  t{orcover,  applied  rocearch programmes  started in 
~re~k universities  for  the development  of  software tools  for 
education  and  teacher training.  A good  number  of  conferences 
and  workshops  were  organi~ed by  tho univers;ties,  the 
technological  institutions and  the teaehero  un~ons.  There  were 
rtions and  diocussionc  about  the introduct10n of  now 
~~~~~~logy into schools  from  the  technological  and  paedagogical 
poi~i:.s  of view. 
3.  creation of bridger. between  indur.try and education 
The  fact that nome  !·!ember  states arc creating institutional 
5tructures involving bridgcn between industry and education io 
also uorth noting. 
12 In  Fr~nch-r.prnking BP.lgiurn,  for example,  it io hoped, 
through the creation of the  "Club Athena  Technologies-
Education",  to give education the benefit of the rcoults of 
applied NIT  research and to see that firms get staff  '\~ho  are 
better suited to new  technological demands. 
Teachers  in fu:!lgium  (Dutch-speaking)  have been able to 
follow  11 in-fin:~" training courses of 2,  4  or a  months since 
1982.  One  \JCe)c.  cournen have been organized cincc 1905/36 by 
the Vlaams  Economisch Vcrbond \Ji  th the nupport of the llinistry 
of Education  (Dutch-r::peal:ing). 
In the Grand  nuchy  of  ltux~rn.bourg,  for all matters regarding 
the  introduction of the lUT  into the education system,  the 
Minister benefits  from the advice of a  consultative cornmisoion 
which,  as well as representatives of public ndcinistrationn, 
includes  rcprcscntativcr:: of the private sector. 
Ataly,  has opened  four  inter-regional ccntrco - CILEA 
(Scgrata),  CINECA  (Bolognn),  CSJ\TA  (Bari)  nnd  SOGESTA  (Urbino) 
- which Hill provide  a  lin1: between education and the 
sofbrare-matcrinls production industry nnd the soft.t1are 
publinhing bouno~. 
In the Nethcrlnnd!:,  the NIVO  project,  uhich is associated -tlith 
the country's r.min  computer  firms,  has hcen set up to 
introduce UIT  into loucr,  general  and technical secondary 
schools starting in 1985.  The  introduction of niT in 
technical education is a  first priority.  In nearly all 
cectors of technical cducntion,  projecto have been  launched to 
find uays of creating better linko betl-mcn  cduc~tion and the 
rcquiremcnto of uorldng life.  Since 1906,  the UIVO  project 
has  been  developing as  mrpcctcd.  The  firot cponoors ht"!vc  come 
forward.  In vocational  secondary education,  schoolo havo bGen 
nble ui  tb the help of local companies to provide  ~'l  full 
compiement of equipment.  The  implementation of projects is 
the task of the teaching bodieo and companies.  Thr(}o  of the·se 
projects nrc nlrcady being developed:  one in the area of 
office computcro,  another in the field of artificial 
intelligence and a  third in the area of the dcvclop:rncnt of 
computer training. 
In £9rtll9Bl,  the cstabliohl:lcnt of linlco bctvcen the 
educational system and the cntrepriscs develops ·at two  levels: 
on one hand,  the individual  nodes of the project arc in touch 
~ith a  number of fires  interested in distributing 
univeroity-dcvclopcd educational  soft~mrc nnd natcrialo,  or in 
producing softHare and materials nccording to specifications 
and evaluation proccssco provided by tho project:  on the other 
hand,  and particularly in the rcgiono \!here the scm:::c  of local 
community  in more  developed,  some  of tho schools arc 
establishing linl:s Hith local enterprises.  Both  forms  of 
Cltchangc arc,  hovJCvcr,  at n  rather early and prospective 
stage. 
13 In the  E~dnrol Republic of Germany,  on-tho-job training 
couroco nnd  guidance arc provided for pupils in Hauptochula 
and  Realcchule by  computer  firms  and  firmn  in commerce  and 
banking uith ouitnblc equipment.  This gives young people an 
opportunity to obtain a  working  knowledge  of infor-mation 
technology. 
In the me  there iz substantial cooperation between industrial 
and  local authorities/schools:  the grants that local 
nuthorities receive for IT  are in part determined by what they 
hnvc  been able to raise from  local induotry.  The  MESO  and tho 
SCET  both cupport projects aimed at developing cooperation 
bcbrccn education and  industry. 
In  Greece,  a  great effort was  made  for  the creation of bridges · 
between  industry and  education,  together with  standardizing the 
operating  oyotem  and  the  koyboard,  which  should  bo avnilablo  tn· 
both  Greek  and  Latin. 
~.  .6.P..r.!md·-of NIT  to nll branches of education 
noot IIcnbor stateo hnva ctnrted or arc continuing to introduce 
lliT into their education cyotcmn. 
:;~conclnJ.Y nd1,1cntion  llol'mr nnd  upper levels>  - n  rapidly 
~mrmcUng progrpnme of introduction 
r1oot  Ucr...bcr  staten have concentrated their efforts on the 
introduction of UIT  in general secondary education,  and the 
rcnulto have boon  very encouraging in most countries. 
In £rcnch-np~aking Belgiun,  a  firot year coaputcr courcc in 
being crcntcd.  Thio course will be based on  the uco of 
npplicntionc noftuare rather than on  learning programming. 
n11  the  st~tc cchools have been equipped with WAltG  P.C.  ~icro­
conputcro connacted to tho central computer of tho Information 
Proccooing centra  (CTI).  The  network thus formed  is nt 
prcocnt uocd  mostly for administrative purposes. 
The  French comnunity has alzo equipped  30 cchoolo with a 
network of eight COJ.n·tODORE  129s pluc printer and dink drive. 
in n.u:tcb-r.pn!t1dnq  Bolgiun,  the computing technology theme 
han been integrated into tho  lower secondary cchool and the 
training of technology into each of the three lcvclo of 
education.  By  the end of 1990,  every school will be provided 
ui  th the necenoary equipment.  In the upper level of secondary 
education,  computing ic a  compulsory field of knowledge as 
part of the ntatc education. 
A more  opccialist computing course is introduced in the third 
level of private cducntion,  ao a  compulsory field,  and as an 
optional course in ntato education. 
In PcnmnrJ:;  following  l1  period of educational expcrimontn lliT 
in integrated across the curriculum in the upper secondary 
school. 
14 ~1 f~;!~:~t~~l~:~~0~0~fh~~ lessons in the first year in 
th~ computer acrono the  currr~u~~c~mp~lsothry integration of 
th1rd year.  ur ng  e  second and the 
In rrancQ,  NIT  is to be ext  d  d  t 
When  the 9th pl  ·  en  e  0  all levels of education 
w~ll have been  ~~t~~d~~:~l~~~~u!~o!i
8~hei!c~s ilanned that NIT 
w111  have core than  100  000  micro  oo  syotem which 
'  processors at its disposal  • 
. In  Greece,  the pilot programme  was  extended to  100  nchooln of 
lower  level  nocondary  education  (1987)  covering  ochoola  not only 
in  the area of  the capital but  in the  regions  too.  The  problema 
arising  from  tho difficulty of  training teachers  from  tho 
rogionn  and  the oorvicing of  equipment  wore  faced. 
Each  of  the  fourteen  Dingle multi-discipline upper echoolo hao 
since  1986  a  computer  laboratory equipped with  8  IBM  compatible 
micro-computcro  nnd  to thin wan  added  in 1987  one moro  aot of a 
micro-computoro  connected to the  local network. 
Theae  schoolo will nll benefit  from  thin laborctory.  Moreover 
in 1987  there wan  a  project for  tho  introduction of  now 
technology  in the adminiotration of  the schools.  Thuo  the 
offices of  tho  fifty-two  regions into which Greece  io divided, 
were  equipped  with hardware  and  software as woll no  training of 
personnel. 
In Irclnng,  the programme to provide all secondary ochoolo 
with microprocesnoro,  uhich began in 1980,· vas  completed in 
1985  and now  every school hac  a  complete microproceooing 
system and the relevant educational software.  A further 
development programme  to update the ochool equipment was 
i.J:lplementcd  for  1905-SG. 
In the Hctborlando,  tho concept of !  continual genornl 
education in determined by the NIVO  project.  Thia projoc.t 
conoioto of the collective activity of three bodieo,  the 
cducationnl inotitutions,  the departments of Education ao well 
as the Connunities nnd  Economic affairs organisations.  The 
project involves the supply of equipment,  the circulation and 
development of "courseware". 
Every school  in general education and primary education 
(1.900)  receives a  central computer provided with 9 
terminals for a  network of classes.  In addition a  "Stand 
Alone"  P.C.  is provided.  These  computers  are 16 bit 
machines  running !15-DOS.  There are three trained teachers per 
school  (of which one  is female). 
1  New  information technology  in secondary education 
15 The  development of  "Courseware''  is set up  as  follows:-
-every  school  receives  a  free  package to start with  made  up  of 
general  software:  word  processing,  structured programmes, 
spreadsheets,  graphics  programmes 
-every  school  receives  a  software  sample  co~patible with the 
commercial  firms'  products selected by  a  committee 
-the principal basis is to give  every school  and  those  in 
the first  two  years of study the use  of computers.  To  this 
end,  methods  are being  developed  by  editors 
-the opportunity of introducing  a  compulsory computer studies 
subject into the 3rd and  4th year is being looked  into 
followed  by the integretion of this discipline into final 
year exams  (physics,  economics,  social studies) 
-there are different development projects.  The  products are 
distributed by educational editors. 
In Portugal,  in 1986-87,  the MINERVA  Project covered 
systematically 55  middle  secondary schools  (ages  12  to 15)  and 
10  lower secondary schools  (ages  10 to 12). 
In the UK  there are  on  average  23  microprocessors per 
secondary school  and  2.5 to every primary school.  Schools 
offering CGE  A levels have  considerably more  computers.  It 
appears that all secondary  schools are familiar with the use 
of NIT. 
In Scotland,  the spread of NIT  to a  teaching system is also 
being fully developed.  The Microelectronics in Education 
Committee  (SCET)  is especially responsible for  the integration 
of  innovations  in all educational  sectors in Scotland. 
In the Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg  the  introduction of  NIT  is to 
become  compulsory  from  1986-87,  for all pupils  from  level  5  of 
Secondary School  and  for those  from  level 9  of Technical 
Secondary School  (14-15 years old).  Every pupil  is taught for 
up to one  and  a  half hours  per week. 
NIT  is developing fast in upper secondary education in most  of 
the Member  States. 
Italy is planning to give all upper secondary schools  a 
data-processing laboratory with eight to ten computers. 
There are also plans to build 150  local centres  in the 
provinces to provide direct back-up for the schools  and 
train the teachers.  The  number of centres will be brought up 
to 750,  so that the whole country is covered later on. 
16 Note also the "Vidcotcl ochool project" which can transmit 
educational  and  administrative data.  This project has been 
running since 1994  in tho Nistri lower secondary school  and 
the Medici del Vascello Institute of Technical Studies, 
Commerce  and  Surveying.  In 1995-96,  it was  decided to 
extend the equipment to 10  lower secondary schools and  22 
institutes of technology  in Rome.  By  1996-87,  Videotel  should 
affect 200  schools. 
The  schools have been divided into two  main groups:-
the basic  ~chools, of which  11 participate progressively in 
the experimental application of conputer studies in the 
mathematics  and physico disciplines 
the Polo Schooln,  which arc reference schools for the basic 
schools uith regard to technical and teaching aosistance in 
case of need. 
In the Fedoral  Republic of Germany,  some  85%  of the academic 
secondary schoolo and sot of the Gesamtschulen have  a 
computer.  Equipment of tho Hauptschulen and the Realschulen 
differo conoiderably depending on the Lander,  but is 
progressing rapidly. 
According to conservative cotimates,  the number of computero 
available at the beginning of the 1996-87  school year in 
general education ostnbliohmcnts was  of the order of 50.000 
with very great disparitioo in the situation depending on 
the type of ochool  and the region.  In general, it can be said 
that the "Gymnasicn"  (long course education)  have between  7 
and  11 computers,  the "Realochulen"  (professional  school)  on 
average  7  computers and a  number of the "Hauptschulen" 
(elementary level)  around  5  computers. 
Lastly,  higher education in ~ost of the Member  states offers 
more  or lese complete couroes in NIT  in the form of first 
degrees  in computer studies. 
Vocational  ~econdary nducntion - Computers  arc being  phase~ 
~ 
Much  is being done  in vocational secondary education to 
spread NIT  to the various branches so as to provide the 
best response to the specific demands  of industry with 
respect to training staff in new  technology 
Primary education - NIT  introduced recently 
In most 11ember  Statoo,  primary schools are still the 
weakest link in the chain \lhen it comes  to the introduction 
of NIT 
17 Generally speaking,  the authorities are aware  of the 
importance of introducing NIT  at primary level,  but 
progress varies  from  one  country to another  and  is still 
slow. 
The  Minister for Education  for  French-speaking  Belgium has 
come  down  in favour of  introducing NIT  into basic State 
education and  thence throughout the education system.  From 
1986 it is noted that a pilot centres equipped with an 
Econet  network have  been created:  10  micros,  information 
retrieval service,  disk drives  and printer. 
A 50-days'  training course has been organized in conjunction 
with the  OSE  network,  at the request of some  20  heads  of pilot 
centres. 
In Belgium  cputch-speakingl  in-depth studies have been carried 
out on  a  number of pilot schools at primary level and  in 
special schools. 
In  Denmark,  experiments  have been conducted in the 8th and  9th 
years where  computer studies are integrated with the teaching 
of arithmetic,  mathematics,  physics and geography. 
Since computer studies have  become  optional,  some  40%  of the 
8th,  9th and  lOth years have chosen them.  The  coming years 
will  be dedicated to preparatory work permitting decisions to 
be taken later on with  regard to the content of the computer 
programs,  the classes in which this teaching should be given 
and the organization of the compulsory courses  on this 
discipline.  This  work will be carried out partly by the 
schools throughout the country,  giving as  an experiment, 
obligatory courses,  for example  in class  5. 
The  inquiry carried out in  1986  found  that each  school  had 
approximately  6  computers.  However,  as extra computers  have 
been bought during school year 1986-1987,  each  school will  now 
have  about  7. 
A  problem arises  from  the point of view of both quantity and 
quality with regard to teaching material.  The  secondary 
teaching establishments have  the same  problem  - the programs 
are produced by  the production companies  as well  as by  the 
public departments,  at the initiative of the national  and 
local authorities. 
In Ireland the  Department of Education started a  pilot 
programme  in 1984  to evaluate the potential use  and the 
efficiency of microprocessors in primary  schools.  An 
interim report was  issued in 1985  and  a  final  report is 
expected  in 1986. 
In Italy,  the introduction of NIT  in primary schools is 
still in the experimental stage.  There have been many 
initiatives,  but particular attention should be paid to the 
18 scheme  run by Umbria  nnd  the inspectorates of Pcrugia and 
Terni.  This  involves  62  elementary school  classes,  a  hundred 
or so teachers and  1,107 pupils.  It will last another two 
years. 
In Luxembourg,  where education is bi-lingual,  there is a 
high percentage of migrant children who  are not yet fully 
integrated into the system and  in view of the budgetary 
constraints,  NIT  has not yet been generally introduced at 
primary level.  From  the  1996-87  school year,  several pilot 
experiments have  been  implemented  in a  dozen classes  (pre-
school,  primary,  supplementary,  Logopaedia  Centre).  outside 
these classes,  which  ~Till take place over the 19B6-B7  and 
1987-88  school years,  projects are being organized in other 
classes by teachers taking part in training ~ith machines 
belonging to the Institute superieur d'Etudes et de Recherches 
Pedagogiques  (ISERP). 
In NethQrlnndn,  in tho IUSP,  a  policy io introduced in which 
the possibilities offered by the computer into basic education 
are being investigated in n  number of specific in-depth 
projects.  An  introduction in the wider sense has not yet been 
anticipated.  Schools did not wait for this action but,  on 
their own  initiative,  equipped themselves with machines of all 
sorts mostly for hobby purposes. 
At the end of 1987,  the Education Minister has let it be  known 
that he wished by the year 1990,  every basic school to be 
provided with computers in an integrated activity comprioing 
the circulation and  development of the courseware.  In tl1is 
context standard equipment uill be installed. 
In Portugal,  during the period 19B6-B7,  the •MINERVA" 
project has systematically covered 12  primary establishments 
(ages  from  6  to 10). 
In the Federal  Repub~ic of Gormany,  general education 
provides a  grounding in computer studies at aecondary level. 
The  introduction of niT at primary level is not yet cnvioagcd. 
Thanks to the stimulus of the I!EP  (1)  and  SHOP  (2),  primary 
schools in the United-Kingdom are very much  involved with 
NIT  and there arc two computers for each primary school,  on 
average,  at the moment  (one micor-processor for every  130 
pupils). 
Although most primary ochoolo  are still only teaching 
elementary techniques,  the lessons tend to be stimulating. 
(1)  Micro-Electronics Education Programme:  transitional 
programme  currently completed. 
(2)  Scottish Micro-Electronics  Development  Programme  in the 
context of the UEP  Primary project. 
19 A.2  Strategy 
The  strategy in the  Member  States is to spread  NIT  to the 
whole  of the system of education  in the  long run. 
In  Denmark  since  1984,  the  integration of  computer studies 
in the  programmes  of all  secondary  second  level  establishments 
is compulsory.  It is carried out  on the basis of experiments 
carried out earlier.  All  the students have  30  computer 
introduction lessons during the first year of the 3-year 
cycle,  followed  by  approximately  100  lessons when  the computer 
is integrated across the curriculum. 
The  object of this project is not to make  the students  into 
professional programmers  but to deal with  the effect of the 
new  information technologies  from the point of view of the 
social sciences,  the arts and the natural  sciences. 
Every year the Ministry of Education establishes a  summary  and 
sends all the schools the reports submitted by all the 
teachers.  Minor  changes  have  been made  in order to give the 
teachers more  freedom  to give the initiation courses  and to 
give more  importance to the role of word processing 
machines,  electronic calculation sheets,  databases,  etc. 
The  initial complete  reports covering  a  3-year cycle will 
appear this year  (1987). 
Within the scope of reforming the second cycle secondary 
teaching establishments,  Parliament has  just issued a  law 
which provides  for the  inclusion of computer studies in the 
optional subjects as well  as the  integration of this 
discipline in the programme.  This option can be chosen  from 
1989  and will consist of  4  courses a  week  for one year. 
At the level of upper preparatory education,  the computer 
studies continue to have  a  great success  and are no  longer 
given only as an experiment. 
In spain,  the NIT  and  communications  programme is covered by 
the General  Education Secretariat of the Ministry of Education 
and Science. 
The  rema1n1ng projects of the  independent  communities  usually 
depend  on  a  general directive and  do  not at present integrate 
themselves  in the general  structures of education planning. 
The central services  for the various programmes  coordinate the 
dissemination of the projects,  are  in charge of the equipment 
for the centres  (software,  programs),  the development  of 
Eaterials,  the training of teachers as well as the follow  up 
and evaluation of experiments developed  in the centre. 
20 In the case of the Atcnea and Mercurio projects,  the training 
of active teachers  in NIT  takes place  in 90 different teacher 
centres run  by teachers specially trained for this task.  Only 
a  certain number  of schools selected every year on  a  tender 
basis,  take part in this plan.  The  schools which arc 
interested submit  a  teaching project and  the selected schools 
receive the corresponding training and grant. 
In the Grand  Duchy  of  LUJ<OmbOUrg,  the efforts of the 
National Ministry of Education and  Young  People are 
concentrating on  introducing NIT  into the classes at the end 
of the lower level of secondary teaching and technical 
secondary  (pupils aged  14  to 15).  In the first stage it is 
a  matter of enabling all the young people in the 1st year of 
compulsory schooling to benefit from  an NIT  introduction 
course.  This target has  now  been achieved for the secondary 
and  secondary technical education  (some  90t of the school 
population)  who  have the necessary equipment  (adequate 
hardware and software).  Those courses arc adapted and 
extended to the extra teaching classes so that,  from  1988-
1989,  all young people  ~ill be able to benefit from an 
introduction to NIT. 
The object of the course is to give the pupils a  basic 
training with the following extensions: 
computer workshops  outcide school  hours on  the basis of 
voluntary participation 
vocational_training for the majority of technical secondary 
education pupils. 
Furthermore,  the NIT  introductory coursec will prepare the 
insertion of the new  technologies into the branches of general 
education such as mathcmaticc,.languages and sciences. 
In France,  the  'Computers for Everyone'  plan has the nim of 
introducing pupils at every level of education the use of 
computers as tools,  giving priority to pupils disadvantaged as 
regards their access to computers,  opening computer workshops 
to everyone  and training teams of teachers. 
Since 1986-1987,  the accent has more  specifically been placed 
on the mastery of the computer tool,  by means  of simulation 
and databases,  in particular. 
In the United  Kingdom  the aim is to increase the use of  IT as 
appropriate across the primary and secondary curriculum. 
Strategies are in place which  allow this aim to be achieved. 
21 Belgium,  which has  no  hardware of ito own,  han opted for a 
deliberately slow start with NIT.  The  aim here  io to cut down 
on  the anarchic introduction of different computer equipment 
by  feeding  into the education system all the available 
information  on  the capacity of hardware  on the market,  on 
the characteristics and  limitations of existing computer 
languages,  on  the results of experience and on  methods  of 
producing courseware. 
In Netherlands,  the aims  of the INSP  arc:- • 
the reliability of information technology for the 
"citizen" 
the creation of a  human  capital in favour of the 
consolidation of the marlcct sector as well as in favour of 
a  better and more  efficient running of the supply for 
society. 
The  strategy introduced io otrongly diverted from all thin. 
It has given priority to the introduction of computing 
technology to the professional education ~Y·  In relation to 
professional practices,  conputing technology influences 
the content of nearly all sectors towards the professional 
field.  Thus,  a  large number  of projects have been 
developed.  For the supply·of some  expensive equipment, 
regional centres called "higher studies" have been set up. 
Because of the UIVO  project,  it is also possible to 
introduce computers  in general education not only for 
computing classes purposes but also for the use of computers 
in other sectors.  For basic education and special education a 
limited amount  is introduced in which the potential offered by 
computers  in these sectors arc analysed.  Priority is then 
given to the recycling of teachers of all sectors and the set 
up of an  infrastructure allowing the development of tho 
programming. 
In  Portug~l, the stragcgy of the MINERVA  project contemplates 
establishing an effective administrative and technical 
group to support the Central Steering Committee  in the 
areas of educational planning,  curriculum development, 
teacher training,  project evaluation,  ooftware and 
materials,  records/information/communication and public 
relations 
strengthning the support to the introduction of information 
technologies at all levels of education,  including pre-
primary education and special education 
22 broadening the geographic coverage of the country  (another 
two  nodes  have already been created,  at the universities of 
Evora  and Algarve,  to start active operation in october 
1987,  in close cooperation with the surrounding teacher 
training colleges) 
increasing the rate of growth of the  number  of schools 
covered  (it will double to 155  in 1987-88),  so as to comply 
with the objective of covering all the country's secondary 
schools and  25%  of the primary schools by October  1992) 
sustaining the current emphasis upon  the use of a  systems 
approach to project development,  reinforcing the concern 
with evaluation  (at micro and  macro  system levels) 
improving the mechanisms  for obtaining advice and  feedback 
from  teacher trainers,  teachers,  students, parents, 
regional  committees,  industry,  services,  and other relevant 
partico 
promoting the qradual transfer,  to the appropriate central 
and  regional organs of the ltinistry of Educatj.on,  of the 
duties concerned with field implementation of the project, 
so as to free the MINERVA  infrastructures and manpower  for 
improved strategic planning,  research and development, 
evaluation and higher level training. 
In the Federal Republic of Germany,  the Lander agree that 
all pupils should receive basic training in NIT  as part of 
their compulsory education.  Training should include the 
acquisition of basic knowledge about the significance and 
possible uses of NIT,  and the basic skills needed to usc a 
computer to collect and proceso data. 
B.  Teacher training 
At the European Symposia,  the national leaders always  insisted 
on the importance of teacher training,  which they considered 
to be the Jccy  to any  mcpannion of NIT  in education.  A  number 
of teachers and head teachero have of course channelled their 
enthusiasm and their lcnowledge  into helping •liT,  but in the 
early 1980s most of them remained on the outside. 
Since 1983,  the Member  Staten have made  a  huge effort to train 
teachers in NIT.  Hany  tcachern,  however,  feared they would 
lose their jobs or feared there would be  a  change  in their 
traditional role as transmittern of knowledge.  Since then, 
most teachers consider that following the introduction of NIT, 
there is no  question of abandoning their teaching duties. 
Many  are currently attending training courses in NIT. 
Training needs are still largely unsatisfied. 




Participants at the Bologna  Symposium  on training teachers in 
NIT  on  7  May  1985  said that at least 10%  of teachers in each 
school  should have received specific training.  Not all the 
Member  States had  reached this percentage,  but appreciable 
results had been achieved. 
1.  In-service training 
Genuine progress has been made  here.  The initial effort was 
aimed at providing teachers with continuing training to got 
them used to using NIT  in the classroom. 
In penmark,  a  three-year programme with n  budget of some  6 
million  J~.  has been set up  for the period from  1984-87  in 
order to permit the  integration of computern into the 
programme.  In the upper secondary school,  The  Royal  Danish 
School  for Teacher Training has set up similar programmes 
for the primary school. 
since then,  almost all teachers  (98~)  have followed  computer 
introduction courses and  a  one-week course designed especially 
to enable them to give students the "30-lesson course" 
mentioned above. 
In half the schools,  3  teachers  (of social ncicnccs,  the arts 
and natural sciences)  have had  5  weeks'  special full-time 
training time  for 5  weeks  in cooperation with the local 
universities to become  "advisers"  in computer studies in their 
establishments. This  programme will be continued in the rest 
of the schools during the next two years. 
In each school the task of computer counselling is entrusted 
to one teacher.  He  receives the equivalent of one fifth of 
a  full time post to aid his colleagues,  on both technical 
and teaching levels,  to usc the computer.  Several continuous 
training programmes  have been designed especially for 
advisers. 
In French-speaking Belgium,  basic training has been organised 
for some  200  teachers  who  will be  responsible for the 
information technology course given in the first year of 
secondary education. 
24 In technical and vocational education,  specialist training in 
robotics,  programming,  numerically controlled machine uae and', 
use of programmable  automatic devices has been organised tor 
some  40  teachers  in the clectrornechanics and electronics 
sectors. 
In  outcb-spcalcing  Belgiltm,  computer teachers  (secondary 
education)  receive  a  training of initiation of about  250 
hours.  Additional training is of  30  to 90 hours duration.  The 
Ministry of Education has taken the initiative of organising a 
further written course  aimed at all teachers regarding the 
interactive technologies  in collaboration with the Uinistry of 
the Flemish community  and with the Belgian Broadcasting Radio 
and Television.  Regional  training centres will be set up  for 
participating teachers.  The  course starts in 1989.  The 
course is primarily open to teachers,  (approximately 70.000) 
but io equally available,  subject to inspection,  to the 
management and all those  interested  (including parants). 
France has developed  28  training centres for the 
implementation of NIT  centres  (training,  traininq of 
instructors,  resource centres).  There is one centre per 
academy.  Located  in university environmentn,  the centres 
receive teachers well plnced to pass on what they have learnt 
to other teachers where they are introduced to NIT  and  ~1e 
practical usc of equipment and software. 
In Greece  in  1985  n  training course was  organized for  tho 
teachers responsible for  the  teaching of  informatic8.  For  thoGe 
who  had  not  had  baoic training there was  a  couroe  lnotinq for  6 
months.  Those  teachers  covered  the teaching in tho technical 
lyceum  and  multi-diociplino schools. 
Since  1987,  teacher training takes  place  in five regions  in the 
country  in special contron.  The  training  in those  five centres 
has  the  oamc  programme  and·the  same  equipment.  For thio  purpono 
the Miniutry of  Education collaborates with univerniticn and 
technological  institutionn of  the  regions which  are providing 
the  training personnel.  Tho  teachers selected for  training have 
already had  basic traininq in informatics and  the  coureen  have  a 
duration of  four  to five weeks.  Moreover,  there arc a  lot of 
courses  for  teacher training or.ganized  by scientific unions 
which  can  be  attended  by  teachers  in service or  by  unemployed 
teachers.  These  couroco  have  similar  proqrammos,  thoy 
incorporate practice with  equipment  and  they last for  16-20 
weeks.  Teachers  of  secondary  schools  Clower  and  upper  level) 
obtain  their educational  programme  training in informatics  by 
changes  in  tho curricula of  the universities and  technological 
institutionc.  It is aimod  to use  trained  teachers as 
instructors for  training of other teachers  as well  no  for 
software development in tho  regions. In the Grand  oucbV  of Luxembourg,  in the pre-school and 
primary sector,  in-service training is by means  of: 
retraining courses 
refresher certificate courses 
specialist certificate courses. 
Some  20\ of the teaching personnel  have been able to follow 
n  computer introduction course within the scope of the 
retraining activities.  Primary school  teachers taking part in 
the pilot experiment have received an extra preparation of 
60  hours in 1906-87  and will be able to follow seminars of a 
total duration of 60  to oo  hours in 1987-SS. 
In secondary and  technical secondary education,  the 
integration of NIT  in the brancheo  ns ·well as for computer 
teaching and  information sciences,  two  types of profile can be 
oeen:-
teachers wanting to go  into information sciences and 
computer teaching  (in particular in the upper cycle of 
secondary education) 
teachers of other areas who  are required to use the 
computer within the scope of their teaching. 
25 In order to comply with these two  types of needs,  two training 
levels are provided  for at Qontinuous training level:-
heavy training 
light training 
At present,  22  secondary teachers are  following  the heayy 
training which corresponds to a  volume of 600  to 650  hours 
(one year).  Two  teachers are following this training abroad, 
the other 20  are benefiting from  a  discharge from  a  semi-
teaching task and arc receiving their training at the 
University Centre over a  period of two years. 
The  light training is organized in the form of modules of B 
and  16  hours which talm place in part during the afternoons 
from TUesday  to Thursday and  in part during working hours. 
These seminars arc attended by teachers in all areas;  in 
1985-86,  some  200  people registered and there were the same 
numbers of registrations in 1986-87. 
In Spain,  teacher training for the Atenea project: 
a)  training of instructors which is part of the teachers• 
centres.  The  training of NIT  Programme  begins at Alcala 
de Henares  (Madrid). 
Duration 360  to 440  hours 
Content: 




word processing and other programs to be used  in the 
language sector 
data bank and its applications in the social sciences and 
experimental  sciences 
spreadsheet and its usc with regard to the various 
curricular fields  · 
number  of  ~pecialised trainers of both sexes:  110 
number  of teachers who  receive the training:  about 
4.500(1) 
.: 1)  the Autonomous  Communities  should be added to these 
statisticn 
26 In the Federal Republic of GQrrnnny,  instructors were given 
training in  information technology  and data-processing in 
August  1983.  Since that time,  the majority of Lander have 
in addition  included the new  technologies  in courses of 
study at Hochschulen  (higher education institutes)  and  a 
subsequent period of practical training. 
All  the  Lander have  amplified the extra training of teachers 
who  started in 1985.  Generally speaking,  these activities 
start with  an  intensive in-service training of the instructors 
who  then proceed with the extra training of the specialist 
teachers in the information technology centres set up for this 
purpose at regional  level.  The  procedure has been well  proven 
and  is developing in the Lander  (Bavaria,  Lower  saxony, 
Rhineland  and  North Westphalia). 
As  a  result of the ~  programme,  any student of an upper 
school who  is preparing for the teaching vocation can be 
initiated in to informntion technologies.  Hore  and more  lines 
of study now  include compulsory courses in this area.  Due  to 
the low  foreseeable tencher recruiting levels in the Lander 
over the coming ten years,  the emphasis will above all be  . 
placed on  the offer of  c1~ra training. 
The  development and  experience of various models of training 
in information technology have been undertaken by the 
associates of the study programmes  commissioned  in 1986 to 
ensure the harmonious transposition of the proposals 
relating to basic education  (in Lower  saxony,  for example). 
Certain Lander have also called on the experience of 
councillors in natters of information technology who  have 
been working in the area since the 1970s.  OUtside the 
traditional training,  some  Lander  (such as the  Land  of 
Rhineland Palatinate)  malce  teachers participate in pilot 
experiments so that they will acquire an extra training 
based on  practice. 
Industry,  for its part,  is used to supporting the extra of the 
teachers within the  framework  of a  certain number  of 
initiatives taken in particular by the "Arbcitsgemeinschaft 
Schule/Wirtschaft" and the Fordergemeinschaft  "Computer und 
Bildung",  providing,  among  other things,  participation in 
design and backing the public measures  including the mutual 
preparation of·the study programmes. 
In the United Kingdom  about half the teachers have  received 
some  training in the usc of computers  in school.  Under  the 
LEA  Training Grants  scheme  LEAs  receive funds  specifically 
for the training of teachers in the use of IT.  The  MESU  also 
provides the support and material both for initial and  in-
service training. 
In Scotland,  the training emphasis is on computer studies,  the 
usc of the computer  in the curriculum and  on the contribution 
of professional and academic qualifications in the usc of 
27 computers.  Parallel to the training taking place on the 
central level,  other training is being carried out a  local 
authority level.  The  emphasis is placed on  educational 
training. 
In Ireland,  three levels of in-service training courses are 
provided viz.elementary,  intermediate and  advanced.  These 
courses are well-attended  by teachers and  a  noted feature is 
the large percentage of  female teachers who  attend.  For 
example.in 1984  over  55%  of teachers who  attended intermediate 
level courses were  female. 
In Portugal,  in-service teacher training remained one of the 
areas requiring greater effort and particular care,  so as to 
ensure a  qualified propagation of the project. 
During the year 1986-87,  the university and teacher training 
college teams provided 2500 hours of in-service training,  at 
various levels,  to about  2000  school teachers.  In-service 
teacher training is viewed by the MINERVA  project in a 
rather broad sense,  so as to include follow-up  support to 
the schools throughout the year. 
This support takes the form of counselling aimed at further 
improvement of the teachers'  ability to develop  sound 
educational practices based upon the use of information 
technologies.  A clear effort is put in stressing,  as 
primary concerns,  the learning process and the aims  of 
education,  so as to avoid  any deviations that might 
materialize in activities where technology is exploited just 
for the sake of technology. 
It is in this light that commercial  applications software 
(such as word processors,  spreadsheets,  data base management 
packages,  or computer aided design tools)  are used,  together 
with carefully evaluated educational packages,  and with 
programming  languages  intended for educational purposes 
(namely  Logo  and  Prolog). 
An  effort is made  to view educational research,  not just as 
a  background task to be carried out by full time 
specialists,  but also as  a  concern of all teachers involved in 
the use of information technologies,  so as to enable them to 
evaluate their Qwn  progress,  to improve  everyday practice and 
to make  them  aware  of their changing role in an  information 
society.  The cognitive and affective impacts of the changed 
classroom dynamics made  possible by the use of information 
technologies,  the implications of the use of computers at the 
level of known,  and  of still to be  known,  cognitive processes, 
the acquisition of new  strategies by pupils,  the risks of 
deteriorating existing intuitions at the expense of the 
reinforcement of new  ones,  are a  few  examples of aspects that 
are put under close scrutiny. 
28 2.  Pre-service training now  being  introduced 
Teacher training colleges  in most of  ~he Kember  States are  now 
providing introductory courses  in NIT  in both primary and 
secondary schools.  Plans have been made  to start these for 
general  and vocational education in 1986,  as in Luxembourg, 
and  some  countries have them already. 
In French-speaking Belgium,  an  information technology 
course bas been set up  for all future teachers.  This 
course covers programming,  use of software and teaching 
applications of the computer. 
The  volume  of this course is:-
2  hours per week  for future secondary school teachers 
1  hour  30  minutes per week  for primary nchool  teachers 
1  hour per week  for kindergarten teachers. 
Regardless of the efforts made  and the spectacular results 
in some  Member  States, it has to be admitted that there arc 
still considerable schortcomings as far as teacher training is 
concerned,  for the  following reasons:-
there is still only a  small number  of teacher trainers 
too much  time goes by between the writing of the courses 
and their usc in the classroom and this prevents enough 
teachers being trained in NIT 
Although the software is improving  a  lot, it is still not 
absolutely what  is needed  for the training courses. 
For all these  reasons,  the authorities in most of the Member 
States began  implementing various training schemes  in 1995. 
In Portugal,  the usc of information technologies  in 
educational practice is now  being introduced in the 
curricula of some  of the universities and teacher training 
colleges where the prospective teachers graduate.  However,  the 
rate at which this introduction takes place varies quite 
drastically from  institution to institution. 
In the YK  a  working party has been established to ensure that 
new  teachers arc properly  informed about the use of IT in 
their particular phase or subject. 
29 3.  Training of instructors 
In  Belgium-COutcb  speaking)  experienced teachers are trained 
in courses of two  to eight months with the collaboration of 
the university.  New  experiments  are under way. 
In the Grand  puchy of Luxembourg,  instructors are recruited 
from  the most  experienced teachers who  have,  within the 
scope of their initial training,  been prepared for NIT. 
Given that these instructors work exclusively in teams,  they 
benefit from  exchange with their colleagues in the areas in 
which they are less competent.  The  in-service training of the 
instructors is however  above  provided by means  of courses · 
and  seminars  abroad. 
With the NIVO  project,  the Netherlands has  increased the 
number  of instructors by allowing a  number of ·them  (about 
40)  to receive instruction in the latest developments of firms 
participating in the NIVO  project.  These  40  instructors in 
turn were able to train another 150 instructors so that they 
too would  be able to give in-service training courses. 
soon this group will give an introductory course to 7,000 
secondary school teachers.  For the time being,  it is 
planned to provide basic training for about 90,000  secondary 
school teachers. 
In Spain,  the training of teachers for the Atenea project is 
conducted  in 90  Teacher centres  (CEP)  distributed in different 
zones.  Intensive training is given to CEP  instructors at the 
Institute of Educational technologies  (ITE),  central 
headquarters for the programme of new  technologies,  situated 
at Alcala de Henares. 
since September 1995,  courses have been organised for 
instructors in Italy with the aim of enriching and harmonising 
the preparation of people who  have already had  computer and 
teacher training and can therefore work as instructors. 
courses have been organised and will be again at specialist 
university training centres such as CEDUIC  at Perugia,  CILEA 
in Milan,  CSATA  in Bari,  CINECA  in Bologna and  SOGESTA  in 
Urbino. 
Fiqures for the year 1995/96: 
44  Polo schools 
239  basic schools 
159  teachers prepared to work as  instructors 
some  2000  teachers  in basic schools trained to carry out 
the task. 
30 Figures for the year 1986-87: 
49  Polo  schools 
751  basic schools 
training of  158  instructors 
training of approximately  4500  teachers. 
In 1985/86  and  1986/87,  254  courses were organized. 
The  forecasts  for the 1987/88  school year are as follows: 
1060  primary schools 
63  Polo schools 
240  courses  for training of teaching instructors 
756  continuous training courses for teachers 
In France,  the system which has been operating at several 
levels for a  number  of years  (training of  INSTRUCTORS  for 
one school year or by means of progressive 3-month modules 
over a  period of several years,  who  in turn vill go  on to 
train TEACHERS  in schools)  naJ~es it possible to: 
build up  a  large body of training instructors and teachers 
in the informatics field 
increase the awareness  of teachers  on  a  large scale 
enabling them to make  choices of software 
develop  cl~erience know-how  in matters relating to the 
export of educational  engineering. 
Here  again the aim is not to train informatics experts but 
to enable teachers to usc the software products placed at 
their disposal  in their daily practice.  For these reasons, 
the entire system has been maintained and  expanded  for the 
year 1988. 
In Portugal,  the training of teacher trainers is currently 
being provided in two  ways:-
through specific training courses,  with lengths between  3 
and  8  months,  provided by the university teams 
through post-graduate studies and  research  (Masters• 
level)  at the universities.  This method is the one to be 
favoured  in the future. 
31 In the Federal  Republic of Germany,  some  Lander have 
introduced  intensive training courses for  instructors who  will 
pass on  their knowledge.  They  are released from  teaching one 
day a  week  over a  long period of up to one year. 
Further steps have also been taken in the United  Kingdom  to 
boost the already large number  of instructors - 500  primary 
advisers and  teachers have  received advanced training and 
can now  pass on their know-how  to other teachers.  The Open 
University has been asked to produce home  study cou.rses  for 
all teachers who  arc not able to attend establishments where 
the training is offered. 
Other types of training arc also provided. 
Some  Member  states,  Italy for  example,  are also stressing 
the need to make  head teacber.o  aware of !liT and to train 
people to produce courseware with the help of computer 
firms. 
Each Member  State nust of course take the high cost of this 
training into accodnt. 
In some  countries,  there is a  need for Community  action to 
generate reflexion on  the objectives and,  once these have been 
defined,  on  the content of the training courses to be offered. 
This training process,  whichever it is, will, of course,  take 
a  long time. 
c.  Software.  courseware and hardware systems 
None  of the !·lember  Staten hao  a  dirigiste policy that would 
lead to software and  hardware being standardised.  Quite the 
contrary.  They  have all tended to encourage the proliferation 
of software as far as they can.  This desire not to 
standardise hao resulted,  in particular,  in the development of 
many  small  local and  regional  initiatives by teachers who,  as 
has happened  in Belgium  (Dutch-speaking),  Ireland,  the 
Netherlands,  the Federal Republic of Germany. 
In the United Kingdom  the production of software has been 
supported under the MEP,  the J.IESU  and the SCET.  A 
government  scheme assists LEAs,  schools and teacher training 
establishments with software purchase.  · 
One  of the basic problems  remains the nature and content of 
the courseware. 
Since 1986,  implementation can be noted  in a  certain number  of 
member  countries of national  information technology 
programmes  and suitable software. 
32 It should also be pointed out that since that date, 
applications software has  occupied an ever greater place in 
the  introduction of NIT  into schools. 
In  Denmark,  to respond to the demand  for high-quality 
courseware  and  teaching accessories,  an  initiative has  been 
taken by  the various  local authorities who  are at present 
creating a  national aid centre for the preparation of computer 
programmes  intended for education and  teaching materials,  with 
an  annual  budget of several million Kr.  This is in addition 
to the numerous  initiatives already taken in particular by the 
"Landscentrale for Undervisiningsmidler"  (approximately  2 
million Kr  per annum),  the  "Danish centre for education and 
information technologies"  (approximately  1  million Kr per 
annum)  etc. 
This  new  set of initiatives is aimed at perfecting software in 
the areas which arc not already covered  (e.g.  large scale 
projects),  to support local initiatives technically and to 
permit schools to have better access to data banks and 
bases. 
In Belgium  (French-speaking)  some  ten courseware packages 
have  been produced in cooperation with the Free University 
of Brussels  (PLATO  system)  and the University of Liege 
(APPLE  II)  and with the participation of teachers 
temporarily released  from  a  part of their usual  work. 
The  subjects dealt with are Biology,  Physics,  Geography, 
Economics  and Latin. 
Software has been produced in cooperation with the 
Mechanical  Manufacturing Industries Research Centre centre 
(CRIF).  This covers the mechanical parts production. 
The  Government has organised an  inquiry into the  information 
technology equipment  in usc in the secondary education 
establishments.  This  inquiry has  found that at present 
approximately 95%  of schools have  information technology 
equipment which is still relatively heterogeneous,  as this 
equipment was  bought at different times and usually at the 
school's initiative. 
At present however  a  clear tendency can be seen to acquire 
more  standardised equipment of the compatible PC  type 
working under the MS  DOS  operating system. 
In Belgium  (Dutch-speaking),  the distribution of software is 
made  as  follows: 
65%  for secondary schools,  25t for primary school  and  10% 
for special education.  The  plan is to unite all schools  in an 
electronic network which can be of usc equally in distribution 
and maintenance of educational software. 
33 Since the academic year 1985-86,  small groups of teachers have 
been  released  from  teaching  in order to prepare themselves  for 
this project and  for the preparation of educational software 
for their particular speciality,  in collaboration with 
university experts.  Prototypes were  developped in university 
centres of expertise,  with the help of  (amongst others) 
Tencore and  Turbo  Pascal as programming  languages.  Suitably 
motivating surroundings  for programming  for students were 
foccussed  on  the universities of Anvers  and Brussels. 
Following some  research into appropriate methods  for 
presenting software by the Faculty of Science of Louvain 
University,  a  generator of programs called MIRA  was 
developped. 
The  best strategy for development of good quality software for 
teaching purposes seems to  con~ist in the collaboration of 
groups of teachers and university centres. 
Secondary ochools are at present being equipped with computers 
at an  increasing pace.  In March  1987,  there were  on  average 9 
microcomputers per school.  In one year,  the total of 16 bit-
MSDOS  increased from  11%  to 36,.  In the two preceding years, 
all State schools were  equipped with  8  MSDOS  computers,  a 
printer,  a  monitor with a  big screen in basic colour with 
basic software  (Pascal,  structured Basic,  word  processing, 
databank,  spreadsheet,  graphics).  The  number of pupils is 
limited to 45  per computer,  for secondary education.  A third 
of primary schools arc equipped with micro-computers.  The 
average number  of systems is rising to 0.9. 
94%  of systems arc for  individual computers  (MSX:  27'; Philips 
P2000  MC11:  23%;  Commodore  C64:  21t.)  Only 6\ of those 
belong to the category of 16 bit MSDOS  machines.  The  number 
of pupils to each computer is rising to approximately  200  in 
primary education. 
In some  Member  States,  Belgium  (French-speaking)  for  e~ample, 
no hard and fast choices have been made  when it comes  to the 
equipment needed in the initial stages of introducing NIT  into 
primary schools.  But the basic minimum  has been laid down. 
In France,  FF  200  Million was set aside for the purchase of 
software and  in 1986  a  further FF  40  million was  set aside' to 
equip lower and upper secondary schools.  A software catalogue 
containing 700  items  from  France and  abroad was  circulated to 
all the schools and each establishment received at the same 
time as its hardware  one or more collections of software. 
34 With  a  view to the development and purchase of software,  the 
Ministry of National  Education has  organized a  national 
competition of software scenarios  for educational use,  the 
results of which  were  given by the Ministry in October  1987: 
34  scenarios were  awarded. 
Competitors had  to submit: 
the aim of  t~e scenario in terms of result when  it has been 
developed 
the level of qualification of the pupils for whom  it is 
designed 
its educational  intentions in terms of training activity, 
evaluation,  analysis,  problem-solving,  understanding, 
reasoning,  etc 
the benefit of usc of the information technology and 
possible linking uith other educational tools 
suitability for school programmes,  teaching and 
disciplinary requirements 
main characteristics and  functions of the products to be 
produced  from  the scenario 
a  detailed description of the tree-structure with 
presentation of n  significant number of ccreenjpageo 
the recommendations  to publishers 
a  documentation project intended for product users which 
would be produced  from the scenario. 
Results of a  second competition should be given in April  1988. 
In the second place,  the Jtinistry of Education has perfected 
an original user righto ncquioition  (mixed licenses)  procedure 
for a  certain amount  of software for all secondary schools and 
colleges.  The  products to be covered by this procedure arc 
ooftware of which the  innovatory nature and educational 
intcreot arc proven but the cost of which  could be a 
deterrent.  This device io intended to permit the 
cotablishments to acquire,  in good condition,  the software 
corresponding to their own  requirements,  while encouraging the 
publishers to distribute high quality educational software on 
an as yet uncertain market. 
Schoolo which require to do  no  will be able to obtain this 
software by paying the publishers a  sum  very much  below the 
trade prices.  This  oum  will essentially cover the cost of 
back-up,  distribution,  any assistance and maintenance of the 
software. 
35 However,  it should be pointed out that,  beyond the software 
covered by these contracts,  there are other products  which 
present characteristics and qualities which may  correspond 
to the  requirements  of the pupils and of the teachers. 
In the Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg,  the situation is as  follows: 
pre-school/primary education 
The  hardware  is in the hands  of the  communes  taking part in 
the experiment.  In order to ensure  a  certain uniformity,  the 
Ministry recommends  the purchase of certain equipment on which 
primary school  teachers are also trained.  The  software is 
partly bought by the  communes  (LOGO  version,  word-processing 
incorporated in the computer),  partly supplied to the schools 
by the Ministry which benefits from  a  cooperation contract 
with  SCET  of Scotland. 
Secondary technical and  secondary education 
All the technical secondary and secondary education 
establishments are equipped with  one  or two networks 
consisting of at least 16  machines.  These computers,  from 
64  to 128  K,  are designed  for the lower classes.  For the 
higher classes,  higher performance personal computers are 
provided.  Although most of the establishments involved in 
technical  secondary education are equipped,  the secondary 
education establishments at present have  a  single computer 
of this type which is mainly used  in management,  but which 
is also used  as  a  teacher preparation tool vith a  view to 
possible introduction of  information technology  courses at the 
level of the higher classes. 
The  software is supplied to the various establishments by 
the Ministry by means  of a  centralized distribution service. 
Part of this software originates  from  the SHDP. 
In Spain,  the Ministry of Education and  the Ministry of 
Industry have established conventions  for the development, 
within the  framework  of the Atenea project, mechanisms  of 
communication between educationalists,  computer scientists, 
producers of software  and  editors,  or via subsidies to  firms 
with  a  view to getting to know  their needs better and 
improving their understanding or requirements,  creating  a 
programme  bank  and  determining the nature  of new  software. 
The  experimental  centres  and  teaching centres receive the 
following allocation: 
Hardware:  from  5  to 10  computers 
1  or  2  printers 
36 having the  following  characteristics: 
Programs: 
MS-DOS  compatible 
256Kb  main  memory 
colour screen 
graphics capacity 
two  disk drives 
matrix graphics printers 
language  LOGO 
language  PASCAL  (Secondary centres) 
language  BASIC 
information system OPEN  ACESS  (Secondary 
centres) 
information system ASSISTANT  (Primary centres) 
graphics program  PAINT  BRUSH 
self editor program FIRST  PUBLISHER 
databank for documents  KNOSYS 
overall specific programs  for education:  EAO, 
simulations,  micromondes,  etc  •• 
In Ireland,  the Department of Education has launched  a 
purchasing scheme  for the purchase of hardware  and  software 
for secondary level schools with a  view to having an  clement 
of standardization in these areas.  Schools are however, 
free to purchase hardware  and  software  from their own 
resources. 
In other Member  States,  work has been based on  years of 
experience and the results have  been extremely interesting. 
In the United  Kingdom  for example there is almost three times 
as much  software  - more  than 3,000 units - now  as there was  in 
1983.  There is a  very wide  range of software available. 
In the  interests of better software production,  the 
Netherlands  and the Commission  organized a  S}~posium on the 
development of educational  software in May  1986.  This was 
an  opportunity for the Member  States to compare  their 
experience and,  above all,  to pool  the results of their 
research in this field. 
As  there is a  great need  for software,  the  e~phasis has been 
on projects development.  This has  already made  it possible to 
prepare prototype software  and  on  1st August  1987  a  four  year 
production project baptized  POCO  (Development of software  for 
the application of information technology  in education)  was 
launched. 
37 The  public authorities have  taken this initiative after 
realizing that the publishers of educational works  were 
being too passive  in this area.  The  POCO  Froject will make  it 
possible to produce  some  1,000 hours of courseware  which  can 
be grafted directly on to the contents of training in basic, 
secondary,  lower or average vocational  education.  The  COI 
manages the project,  which will  follow  four major paths: 
1.  the stipulation by the Ministry of Education and Science 
of priorities with  regard to the various areajyear of 
study combinations 
2.  definition of the product,  drawing up  a  list of 
specifications to be  met  by  the coursevare 
3.  adjudication procedure:  anybody  interested in the 
production of the courseware is permitted to tender 
4.  distribution phase:  to be carried out in theory by the 
publishers. 
In  Denmark,  nearly  15%  of primary schools have  computer 
hardware.  The  software is mainly devised by the teachers 
without state subsidies.  Projects exist to instruct the 
National  Centre  for Educational  Resources  (Landscentralen 
for Undervisningsmidlcr)  to arrange  for the diffusion of 
courseware to all schools. 
Certain activities arc also worthy of mention: 
~  (evaluation of software  and  courseware  in the 
Netherlands)  publishes fortnightly evaluations 
increased attention will be paid to the staffing of schools 
when  NIT  is applied  in the classroom 
development of prototype software will continue  for  some 
years  in order to probe the optimum possibilities of use of 
NIT 
the schools taking part in the NIVO  project  (new 
information technology  in secondary education)  have  a 
purchase voucher to permit them to purchase the software 
from  the publishers.  One  of the aims  of this operation 
is to  induce educational publishers to produce  software. 
It should be  pointed out that the Netherlands  are also placing 
special emphasis  on  the evaluation of the national  programmes, 
as carried out to date. 
38 The  school  inspectorate have  drawn  up  a  letter on the 
situation in the area of NIT.  Reports have  been published 
on the matter of basic and  special education as well  as of 
secondary education.  Reports dealing with teacher training 
and vocational  education are being prepared.  At the 
initiative of the Ministry,  a  retraining evaluation has also 
been carried out.  In  1985,  this evaluation was  carried out by 
a  commission of experts  from  the  inspectorate and  from  the 
financial sector.  NIVO  retraining,  after being examined at the 
internal level,  is at present being audited by  a  mixed 
commission  from the inspectorate and  the financial  sector. 
In Portugal,  widespread educational  use is made  of 
commercial applications software  - such as word  processors, 
spreadsheets,  data base management  packages  and  computer aided 
design tools - with  innovative educational uses  being 
exploited in an  increasing range of subject areas. 
Most  nodes of the MINERVA  project are systematically 
engaged in educational  software development.  Although  some  of 
the nodes still resort to the development of software by 
individual teachers,  the approach clearly being  favoured is 
the one which relics upon  a  team approach which  involves 
educationalists and  computer scientists.  Content-free and 
simulation packages are the ones currently being preferred. 
Intelligent tutoring systems are also under development. 
Team  development  of educational  software  includes evaluation 
as an  inseparable part.  The  teams  meet  and  complete 
evaluation grids at various stages during the process.  The 
results are analysed,  and  may  lead to substantial revisions. 
Subsequent stages  involve pupils  (individually,  in groups,  and 
in the classroom).  A similar process takes place when 
selected commercial  educational  software packages are 
evaluated. 
A broad range  of subject areas are  now  being covered  -
including the humanities,  sciences and  languages teaching  -
although a  stronger bias still exists towards science teaching 
packages. 
Although it was  decided that during the pilot phase  of the 
project no  standard would  be  imposed  for equipment,  the use 
of MS-DOS  compatible  computers has  been encouraged,  in order 
to allow for  increased portability and better communication. 
As  a  result,  most  of the computers  now  in the schools fall 
in this range.  Some  Apple Macintoshes  are also being used 
in some  specific applications where  they are  found  to 
produce better results.  A few  low priced a-bit machines  which 
were  selected by one  of the  nodes  at an earlier stage of the 
project are still in use. 
39 In the German  Federal  Republi~, certain Lander  have  introduced 
new  development  procedures.  Thus  in  Lower  Saxony,  specialist 
commissions  have  perfected teaching methods  for certain 
subjects which  include not only handbooks  for teacher and 
pupil,  printed sheets and worksheets,  but also accordingly 
programmed  diskettes.  In the  Land  of Rhineland  North 
Westphalia,  specialist groups working  in the Central  Institute 
of the Land  have designed teaching methods  for  three  important 
areas of information technology teaching with the 
corresponding diskettes.  In Schleswig-Holstein,  the Central 
Institute of the  Land  has had its basic training programme 
published by  a  publishing company  and  made  the  relevant 
diskettes available to the schools. 
As  always,  the major scholastic publishing companies dislike 
developing courseware due to the narrow nature of the market 
in question.  The  largest educational  publis~ing company has 
nevertheless enlarged its range of model  and simulation 
programmes  in the area of natural  sciences for  1986.  The 
literature,  which is abundant,  and the manuals  are now 
supplemented by  programmed diskettes.  During the summer of 
1986,  one  Land  placed contracts with software engineering 
and publishing companies  for the design of courseware  aimed at 
the thematic requirements of schools.  Part-release teachers 
are cooperating with this project. 
Generally  speaking,  recourse to simplified test courseware 
continues.  One  Land  has however started experimenting with an 
advanced test system using terminals  connected to a  major 
central unit  (TCM1- Rhineland Palatinate). 
The  institut fur die Padagogik der Naturwissenschaften of Kiel 
University has  implemented projects researching the 
possibilities and limits of new  programming environments or 
teaching natural sciences as well  as  NIT  and communications. 
Future prospects are characterized by the development  of 
standard software using user  languages which are easy to learn 
and  can be  adapted according to the requirements of the 
courses,  now  that almost all the  lander have opted for 
originators meeting the MS-DOS  industrial standard  (1986). 
The  Institut fur  Film und  Bild in Wissenschaft  und Unterricht, 
situated at Grunwald  near Munich,  which  is financed  by all the 
Lander,  will thus make  an offer for  an efficient commercial 
standard software for the areas of teaching cover. 
In the United  Kingdom,  there are  on  average 2.5  computers  for 
primary schools  and  23  per secondary  school. 
The  MESU  has produced much  material to assist teachers  in 
teaching the curriculum.  Some  computer programs  have  been 
created to help  teachers  in their task.  Further the  MESU  have 
published  40  books  and videos. 
40 In Scotland,  there arc on  average  2  computers  per primary 
school  and  20  per secondary school. 
The  SCET  remains the main  body  for the preparation of  a 
national software system and  a  common  diskette operation 
system.  Parallel to the research  into the NIT,  there are other 
applications such  as:  electronic table,  si~ulations, 
interfacing,  word  processing,  information and  graphics. 
Conclusions 
Since the council Resolution was  adopted  on  19  September  1983, 
the Member  States have made  a  considerable effort with the 
introduction of NIT  in education,  teacher training,  the 
production of software and the acquisition of equipment. 
The situation of course varies  from  one country to the next, 
but each Member  State is now  resolutely tackling the  job of 
introducing NIT  into schools.  Some  countries have  adopted  a 
more  reserved approach which will be  equally effective in 
the long-term.  Others,  which have had more  experience,  have 
brought in regional  and national plans providing a  framework 
for the various educational establishments and  institutions 
and are thus  in a  position to supply  information,  equipment 
and training programmes. 
Although the Member  States put the accent on  general  secondary 
education to begin with,  all branches of education are now 
involved with NIT. 
Since  1985,  most of the Member  States have concentrated on  the 
production of educational  software. 
Since  1986,  the Member  States have paid more  sustained 
attention to the eveluation of software  (the central theme 
of the Coimbra  colloquium work). 
It should also be  mentioned that the Member  States are willing 
to increase the  number  of cooperative projects  and  to become 
involved  in the area of software  exchange. 
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National  oituationo were  very different in 1993.  All 
tho  Hembor  Staton  had  incorporated  NIT  into  their 
vocational  oocondnry courses  and  mont  of  them  (with  the 
exception of  Grecco  nnd  Italy)  were trying to bring  in 
introductory couroes  in higher education.  Two  of them, 
Franco  and  tho  UK,  had  embarked  on  vaot  national 
programmeD  to  oprend  tho  uoo  of  computoro  and 
microproceooing equipment to all their ochoolo nt both 
primary and  cecondnry level. 
Spectacular progrooo  \<TD.D  echieved uith NIT  introduction 
in  tho  Uembcr  Stntoa  over tho  1903-B  period,  nnd 
alongoido thic  • the  bnoic:.  iEm"l\.ec_hnv~ n.loo  chonged  bebJcen 1983 
ond  1905. 
The  oyrnpooia  held  in Marseilleo  in  December  1993, 
Newcnotle  in July 1994,  Bologna  in nay  1995  and  Berlin 
in  November  1995,  Enochedo  in ltay 1996  and Coimbra  in 
December  1997,  "mrc  tho  opportunity  for  their 
nudienceo,  mninly decioion-makcrc  (represcntntivoo  of 
Miniotrieo  and top civil oervanto from  the  Uiniotrieo 
of  Education)  and  representatives from  tho  world  of 
education  chosen  bocauoe of  their  numerous  contacto 
(inspectors  and  teacher trainers),  to  take otock of  the 
progress  made  with  introducing NIT  into ochoolo  in  tho 
different  Member  Staton,  to diocuoo  tho bao!c  problema 
attached  to  incorpornting  IUT  in  education  end  to 
dofino  common  otratogieo for teacher  training,  data 
exchango and  evaluation of  ooftwnro. 
1.  Marnoi1lon  nymponiu.m_,  Docembor ~ 
(The  importance of niT io understood) 
Three  montho  after  the adoption  of  the  Resolution  (19 
September  1903),  tho Commiooion,  with the collaboration  of 
the·  French  nuthorltieo,  organized  the  first  European 
sympooium.  It \!TaO  held  in Marseillen Q!l 7-9  December  1903 
and  the  oubjoct  \>taG  information ocience and  education  (nee 
the annex  on  Community  activity,  1903-95). 
The  meeting  uas  primarily an opportunity to survey  tho  as 
then  new  field of  HIT  in education.  Until  then,  tho  Member 
Stateo  had  been  left  to their own  devices  and  had  to 
withstand  the initial onslaughto of  NIT  on  their own.  Today 
we  can  oeo  that the Harcoilles  oympoohm was,  thanko  to  the 
Commission,  the  Member  Stateo'  rude  awakening  to  tho 
importance  of  NIT  and  of  the extent  to  which  Europe  wao 
lagging  behind,  both  technically an  culturally,  at  that 
otago. 
Before Uarooillco  thoro had been a  general tendency to await - 42  -
nev  technological  dcvelo~menta  before  making  a  bettor 
informed doclolon.  But at Marseilles,  all tho doloqatoa 
agreed  on  tho urgent necessity of  gettinq  older  secondary 
pupilo  familiar with  NIT  oo  they could obtain  - in  oxtrenia 
- tho baoic know-how. 
Since then,  and  especially oince the Ncvcastlo meeting,  fliT 
hao  begun  to be  introduced into tho other areao of  secondary 
teaching and  plano  nrc being made  for the primary ochool  too. 
Dclcgatco at Harooilloo  were aware  of  tho  importance of IJIT 
and  of  tho  rooiotancc of teaching staff to  it  and  thoy 
highlighted tho crioio in an education oyatom  which  wao  cut 
off  fron tho  real \iorld around it  •  . 
Tho  oubooquent  dovolopmont of  NIT  has  accentuated  this. 
Marooilloo  waa  an  awakening to tho scope  of  NIT  and  an 
opportunity to make  tho dologatoo  aware of progreso  in  NIT. 
But  it aloo ohowod  them that moot  of tho Kember  Staten  vhero 
lagging behind.  Ito merit io that it cleared the ground, 
marked  out tho path and outlined the problems  of  tho moment. 
Since then,  tho  cubjocto  of reflection have  changed,  turning 
towardo  now  centroo of interest ouch ao  alterationo to ochool 
oyllabuoeo  and  timotabloo. 
2.  Newcastle  oympoolum  .!n  Jul~ llli 
1 
(  NIT  .  incorporated into  edU<:ntion).  ..  .  - .  .  .. 
IHT  io  becoming  a  vital  teaching  aid.  The  Newcastle 
meeting,  which  had tho benefit of the experience of tho  UK 
(tho organizer)  in NIT,  wao  held barely six months after tho 
llarooilloo  nympooium.  Tho  datoo  were 1:1 ~  1984  and  the 
oubjcct uao  UIT  in education. 
Variouo  equipment  and  ooftwaro  were  brought  to  tho 
oympooitm,  oo  delegateo  had the  opportunity  of  getting 
firot-hand  experience  of  NIT  through  modelling,  word 
proccooing,  data  baoeo  and various computer  languageo. 
ncwcaotlo  wao.  tho firot European  symposium  to  otreso  the 
educational  aopecto  of  NIT,  otating, in  particular,  that 
computcro  ohould  not  improve edycation but enable the pupilo 
to organize their own  learning  • 
An  already emphasized,  Newcastle agreed that NIT  ohould  be 
introduced into primary schools,  as  they were  moro  flexible 
from  tho point of  view of  the timetables and  syllabuseo. 
Thio  wan  dealt with in greater detail at tho  oummer  ochool 
in  Li~gc  on  11  - 13  July 1995  when  NIT  in  tho  learning 
procoso  in the  primary ochool  and at the change  over  from 
primary to nocondary wao  diocuaood. - 43  -
It  oloo  recognized  that it wac  leoo  important  to  teach 
pupilo computer  ocienco  no  a  oubject than to get  them to uoo 
computcro  in  oll  cubjoctc  when  they  went  to  ochool. 
Dclegatoo  \>rent  counter to what  had  been oaid in  l·larooilloo 
when  thoy agreed  that there wno  bad  ooftwaro,  ac  \'1hothor  it 
wan  good  or bnd  mainly depended  on  how  tho  teacher uoed it. 
Laotly,  Ncwcaotlo  clearly highlighted tho fact that it  uno 
leso  important  to  chango  the  otructure,  presentation 
and  content  of  progrnmmco  than to mnko  radical  cbnngoo  to 
teaching mothodo. 
Delcgatco noted  tho vorioue  typeo  of  rooiotanco  toochorc hnd 
to  l1IT.  Soma  \o~crc  t:rorried  about  loolnCJ  their  jobo  and 
othero uoro ill o t  onr.1o  in tho  nc\<~ role of  learning  manngor 
in which  thoy had  to teach hoH  to identify and procooc  data. 
rather than oimply paso it on. 
J.  Bologna  mP..QDium,  lli'il~ llli. 
NIT  traininq for  teachero must  be  intennified~ 
Tho  Dolognn  oympooium  on  11IT  and  teacher trnining  (l=JJ!  JfllY 
1995) dealt uith tho problemn of  tho teachors. 
Although  tho  introduction of UIT in ochoolo  O\>TeD  o  lot  to 
the  cnthuoinom  nn  initiative  of  a  certain  nutibor  of 
teachero,  Bologna  ~l~o ohowed  that we  nuot  bo careful  th~ir 
enthuoiasm  do~o not  ~mnc and  pay  att~ntion to the majority of 
t~achero \-Jho  are not  invol  vcd in lliT. 
Tho  phcno::.mnon  !o all the  rtOre  ocuto ·1.n  that 
alwayo  in  ~ minority pooition in the  overall 
information technology in oocicty. 
teaching  io 
proceac  of 
Bologna  rccorr~ended overcoming  these varioua  handicaps  by 
making  oll teachero  familiar  111! th UIT.  Thio  '!frould  otn.rt t-Ji th 
an  introductory phnoo  followed by n  continuation  phnoo,  uith 
conotant  updating of  lmowledgc.  Although  thoro  .i.o  gen~rnl 
agr~ement  on  tho  need  for all teaching otaff to  hcw·c  nome 
basic training,  thoro  io otill uncertainty when  it comoo  to  th• 
method  and  content of the training.  ~he  genoral  .imprcooio: 
still oeomn  to  be that moat  of  the countrico  involved aro  a 
long  \<1t1Y  from  having  proper plans or clear  objcctivco  in 
this field. 
r------------ sce  tho  oeminar on  the  developm~nt of educational  ooftwaro 
in  tho  llcthorlands  on  26-20  Hay  1986,  and  at  Ghent 
University  (0-15  July 1986)  devoted,  in particular,  to  tho 
uoo  of  lllT in cchoolo. - 44  -
Delogntoa  ot Bologna  said they wantAd  to provide  otructuroo 
whereby  experienced  teachers could collaborate candidly  on 
tho production of  suitable software. 
They  oeemed  to agree  that thoro  ohould bo  permanent,  local 
training  unito  oo  teachers  can apply to centreD  in  their 
cnviroruncnt. 
Although  thoro  nrc oany important aopccta of UIT  to  take 
into  account,  Bologna  showed  how  great a  concern  teachor 
training should  be,  no  toachero aro one of  tho vital linko in 
tho teacher-taught chain.  It comoc  ao no  ourprioo that  ono 
of  tho coot important  rocommendationa of  tho  oymposium  wan 
on  running  n  detailed Europoan  otudy of  tho  conditions  of 
tcachoro  and  an nnalyoio of  tho cooto of training them. 
4.  Berlin  nympooium  in Uovembor  1995a  I!Hlking  }!!j, availablo_  !.Q. 
vocational education 
Tho  Berlin  oympooium  \o~hich wao  held from  4  to  B  November 
19BS  demonstrated  problems  relating to tho  introduction  of 
basic training in UIT  for young  people aged  between  10  and  16 
and  botunen  16  and  19  yearo of ago. 
Divided  bctuoen  four  working  parties,  tho  participanto 
studied tho  follolt7ing  topico z 
baoic  training  in information  technology  in  lower 
occondary  school  (10  to  16  year olds) 
training  in information technology in uppor  aocondary 
ochool  (16  to 19  year oldo) 
vocational  training in information technology  in  the 
buoineoo  and  adminiotrativc management  sector 
vocational  training in information tcchnologieo in  tho 
induotri.nl  technology sector. 
This  symposium  provided an  opportunity for participants  to 
familiarize  themsolvoo  t7ith pilot projects conducted in  tho 
Federal  Republic  of  Germany  and  to  visit  entorpriseo, 
schools  offering general education and  vocational  training 
centres  • 
. 
Participants  were also given  the opportunity to  examine  a 
wide  rango  of  teaching materiala  teaching  programmes, 
teaching unito  for  an  introduction to information  technology, 
simulation  oxerciseo,  videotext  and  computer-anointed 
learning software.  Tho  participanto were  able to  appreciate 
tho  broad diversity of projecto and  products  in tho  Federal 
Republic. - 45  -
5 •  Enochcdo  gyrnpon!um !n U~  J..29G I  the need .f..QJ;,  COOJ2ID;:nt4.Qn 
Devoted  to  tho  dovolopmont  of  oducationol  oofbraro, 
tho  Ennchodc  oympocium  orgnni~od in the Nothorlondo  froc  26 
to  28  Uay  1906  l-.tao  oot in tho context of CAL  (computor 
anointed  learning)  for  Europe.  It dealt \·rith  four  topicoa 
-computer aooiotod  lourning and  future development 
- the concept of oducntional  ooftwnro 
- tho production of educational ooft\Jaro 
- tho development  of courom1aro  l'l.nd  intcrnntionnl cooperation 
Tho  Enochodo  oympooiun  uno  tho  fir~)t to b~ oponcd to t.ho  nm1 
Hembor  Stl1too  1  Portugnl  nnd  Spllin. 
It emerged  very clearly t.hnt  tho  Enoche-dc  oyrilpooium  uoa  o 
turning point in tho  perception of lliT in cducntion cinco 
the participanto  prove=l  to be oufflciently advnncod  to go 
into grcntor,  noro tochnicnl, dotnil in thoir dobntoo  on  tUT 
in oducntion.  Thio  uno  duo  to tho rapid otrldoo l"'llldo  in a 
foH  yonro  in the ltcmbor  Staton'  tochnolO{iicnl  and culturnl 
progrooo. 
At  tho Bnnchcdo  oympoo!UrJ,  participantn oloo  branched  tho 
question  of tho markot in educational oofbmro t1hich  io  n 
particularly  cenoitivc ioaue for the sn.aller Uemhor  Stntoo 
which  produce  neither  h.ard\·rare  nor  ooft\'mro.  On  this 
occasion,  other partnoro,  conpanico  producing  cdncntlonnl 
ooft\·raro  nnd  oofttmro publiohero,  uho  had  until notJ  remained 
on  tho fringe of  tho  oyrnpooin  had the opporttmity to  cnrry 
on  n  dialogu('l vi  th tho tradi  tionl'l.l  pru:tncro  ln  education. 
Whilo  not rcoolving tho problcn of rnnrket,  pnrt!cipunto nero 
at  lcant nblo to diocuoo  the oubject and clefino  tho  lir.aito 
of  their ocopc  ~nd influence. 
Tho  Enochcdc  nympooium  nloo demonstrated tho uill of tho 
participanto to movo  from  nn  operational phaoo  oo  nG  to 
obtain concrete rcoulto nnd  actual producto. 
Laotly,  tho  papers  and debateo  emphaoizcd  tho need  for 
cooperation between  the lle>..mber  Staten of the Community, 
while  respecting  the different cultural areas. 
This  cooporation,  the principal  fenture of  tho  Enachedo 
symposium,  would  be given throe directions  no  followot 
realization of  coopcrntivo projccte cnch involving a 
linitcd number  of llerilior Stateo,  in tho field of 
dcvicing nnd  producing couroeuaro; 
dioacrainntion of  thcoo  achievement~ to nll the nembcr 
Statco,  taking account of  tho  EURYCLEE  notT.rorJ:; 
orgnni~ation of rcotrictcd r..notingn  bott.!'c;on  Hc:::ilim: - 46  -
Staton  1  \torJdng  partioo,  mtni-aemlnaro  otc.  oo  no  to 
taraet ~:~ore  effeC'tiVely  the groupo Of  partl~ipanto. 
Thio  cooperation wao  felt not only by each of  tho Member 
Stateo but nloo  by  tho Community  to bo a  oignificant 
contribution. 
6.  Tho  Coirnbrn  nympooiun !n December  1907a  tho  ~  ..tru;:  !!n 
evaluation ~  J.nformntion  technology pta  tun, 
Tho  CoiDbrn  oympooiW"l  woo  hold at tho end  of  tho  poriod 
eotabliohcd by Council rooolution of  19th September  1993  on 
tho  irnplcocntntion of community initiativoo in  cattoro  of 
introduction of  UIT  into oducation. 
Thin  oyr.:pooiu.'ll  provided  o.n  overviett of the work  carried out oince  the 
adoption of the reoolution.  The  producto prepared  in 1987 were  preoented, 
particularly the  handbook~ for tencheru  (cf.  pointe,  9  below),  the ooft-
ware  itemn  developed  nt the Glasgow  Summer  School  (cf.  b)  4  below),  the 
brochure  describing the  Eurydice  networl<  ( cf. h),  and  the concluoiono of 
the  neoinnro on  oumrner  ochoolo held in 1987. 
The  worlt  of the nympooium  centred on  the diotribution of theoe vnrioun 
producto  nt nntionnl  level ond  on  oooesoment of the benefito they nny 
bring at  Co~~unity level. 
Agreement  ~as reached on  the  very  grent importance  of the producto  develope1 
nt Community  level  nnd  on  the  need  to distribute them  ns  widely  ns  possible· 
in ochoola. 
b)  Suw~nr Schooln 
The  Commiooion  hno  organized  a  number  of  oummor  ochoolo with 
the help  of  nome  of  the Member  Staten.  The  aim io to 
encourage mectingo  between high-level educational reoenrch 
otaff oo  they can find out about tho work  and  oxperionco of 
their European  collcaguco,  combine what aro all-too-often 
dioperoed  cff~rtc nnd  compare their pointe of  view. 
Tho  Comm!ooion'o  action here io an eosential contribution 
that io of  conoiderablo  importance bccau9o it onabloo 
rooearchcro  to go  in for  profound,  cooperative reflection on 
precioo,'oelcctcd problems of education,  going beyond 
paooing  fashiono  nnd  taoteo  right to the root of  tho  ioouo. 
It is an  opportunity for researchers,  who  arc often ioolated 
and dioocminated,  to obtain  information and  diocuoo  tho 
latent rcoulto of their rcoearch. 
1.  The  firot oummer  ochool  wao  run in Nice  on  3-13  July 
1904.  It t1ao  organized with the collaboration of  the 
French authoritieo.  The  subject was  computer  languageo 
and  their  use in the  classroom.  The  paporo  were  of 
couroo  very  technical,  but tho  important  thing  to 
reccobor io that tho acphaoio wao  on tuo bnoic  co~putor 
lnngungcot 
LISP,  tho oldcot one,  which dates back to tho 60'o. - 47  -
It io  baood  on  n  mathematical  otructure and it gavo rise 
to a  wholo  family of ~t  £rocesoing  languagoc  thot uoo 
lioto ao  n  baoio  for representing concopto  and objecto. 
Tho  coot important of these,  which tho  rooonrchorc 
diocuoood,  arc cmall  talk and  logo which  nro uood  in 
many  wayo  in primary schools. 
Tho  oorc recent  PROLOG  (logical programming)  ,  n  product 
of tho  70' o,  \-lhich  was  designed ao  a  opocific ono\'JOr  to 
data procosoing  problems close to natural  language. 
Thio  gave  rico to other lnnquagoo  ouch  ac  tarco-prolog 
and  Dialog. 
This  mooting,  tho  firot of ito kind, 'enabled  renearchoro  to 
inveotigato  tho  implications and  consequoncoo  of  computer 
languagoo  in education.  Tho  Uico  oum:t:!Sr  school  utuJ,  abovo 
all,  an  opportunity  to  clear  tho  ground  and  lay  tho 
foundationo  for computer  langungoo  end highlight ono or  bro 
of  tho problemo  of method  llnd  concept connected t·ri th  thoir 
uso in ochoolo. 
2.  Tho  oecond  summer  ochool  the Commiooion  ran,  in conjunction 
with tho Bolgian authorities, vao  hold in Libgo on  4-13 July 
1905.  ~10 oubject covered was  the introduction of 
information technology, in primary schoolo  and  tho meeting 
itoolf uno  jointly organized by tho Univeroitioo of Libqo nnd 
Ghent. 
While  tho nice topico  were more  technical and  moro  general, 
those diocussed in  Li~gc were more  opccinlizod. 
They  wcro  focuaed  on  the pricary  ochool  and  rooo~utoly 
concerned uith educational psychology. 
The  reoearchcro in thio cnse wero  more  intoreated in tho 
teaching and  learning processes than  in tho outcomo and they 
methodically preoentcd thoir reoulto,  the hypothcoeo  behind 
their rcocarch and  thoir initial ocientific invootigationc 
'in tho onttcr of  introducing NIT  in ochoolo. 
Rather thnn deal with  immediate effects, they stroaocd  the 
problema  nnd  queotiono  which,  in opite of  nppoaranceo  havo 
not alwayo  had  oatiofactory answers. 
Lastly,  the  Li~ge meeting  produced a  number  of 
recommendations  and,  in particular tor 
a.  incrcaoe omall-ocalo research projecto  on which 
teachers and  researchers  can  join forces.  Tho  reoulto 
of thio  should  thon  be  spread over a  wider  fiold; 
b.  oct  up  an  intercot group on  the creation  of  material 
that  io  juot ao  exciting and  open-ended  an  logo,  but 
with  different  content  (history,  geography  or 
lanquagco  1  nay) • - 48  -
c.  roocarch into tho  poooiblo contribution of  programming 
to primary education io a  fundamental,  but it io raro 
and  often inconcluoivo at tho moment.  So  tho meeting 
recommended  developing  thin kind of  research  oo  ao  to 
obtain clear,  opocific information for  tcachoro 
oooking  nino  and  tho relevant methodo  of achieving 
thee. 
3.  Tho  third oummor  ochool  wao  organized by tho Commiooion  in 
cooperation with  tho Belgian authoritioc.  It took  placo at 
Ghent  Univeroity on  0-15 July 1906  to diocuoo  how  to uoo 
educational  ooft\'raro. 
It wao  organized in collaboration uith Ghent and Liege 
Univoroitioo.  Ghent Univoroity undertook to otudy four 
topicc of rcocnrcha 
Annlyoio  nnd  doocription of  ooft"mro 
•  preparation of doocriptivo analyoio 
•  oearch for descriptive categorieo 
•  wnyo  of  uoing educational  ooftwaro 
Uothodologyz  identification of  opccific  teaching  and 
learning  otrategieo  t<1hich  could be  anointed  by  thio 
oofbmro 
•  otructural aopect:  highlighting organizational 
problemo  nt ochool 
•  introductory and in-service training of  teachero in 
tho uno  of  ooftwaro 
•  evaluation of  tho introduction of  ooftwaro in tho 
education procoso. 
In addition to the rcnearchero,  the Commission  had  invited 
the heado  of the  EURYCLEE  centres to facilitate tho  oupply 
and  dioneminntion of  information. 
The  four topico were discussed in plenary meeting and  by the 
working  groupo  and  gave rise to four reporto.  On  of  the 
topico of reoearch that was  emphasized vas  the analysio  and 
description of  ooftwaro. 
In thin context  tho  researchero  oought to arrive at an 
analysis of  software which  could  be  used  by teachers  in the 
variouo  Member  Staten.  Thus,  they drew up  a  table for  the 
description of  software as  an aid to establishing a  European 
nyotcm  of analynio  and  classification of  educational 
software,  and  the presentation of a  glosoary in  nino 
languagco  containing tho main educational  ooftwaro  tormo. - 49  -
Tho tablo of doocription  lf software covers  4 areas of analyaiela 
1.  General description 
1.1 Identification 
1.2 Population,  objoctiveo,  content 
1.3 Origin 
1.4  Documentation 
2.  Technical foaturoo 
2.1 Necoooary material 
2.2  Environment 
2.3 Adaptability/Transportability 
2.4  Menus 
3.  Educational  foaturoo 
3.1  Educationnl goalo 
3.2  Educational  significance 
3.3 Educational otratogy 
3.4  Pupil activity 
3.5 Aid  and adaptability of 
3.6 Aid  and adaptability of 
3.7 Quality control 
3.8 Educational environment 
4.  Supplementary information 
4 .1  Elcperimental  sheeto 
4.2 Uncro'  oheetn 
4.3  Evaluation  ohoeto 
the pupil 
the teacher 
4.4  Bibliographical  references 
----------
1  Only tho cain chaptor hoadinga are listed. - 50  -
Tho  third  our-rwor  ochool which  io  an  c~tenoion of tho 
Enochodo  o~npooium on  tho development of educational 
ooftwaro  hno  thrown  nmr light on tho  uso of educational 
ooftwaro ond  gavo  rioo to producto  that oorvo  ao  uoof~l 
toolo  for  tcnchoro  in the  European  Comcunity. 
4.  Tho  fourth  oummor  ochool organized by  tho  Commiooion  in 
cooperation ulth tho  SCET  (Scottioh Council  for  Educational 
Technology)  uno  hold in Glaogow  from  7th to 14th July  1997. 
Ito  object wao  •Tho  denign and  development  QL  nducationnl 
noftwaro•. 
Thin  oummor  cchool woo  innovative in ito procoduroo  ln  oo 
far ao  the uorlt  in Glaogou uno  preceded by trorking  meotingo 
"rith tho  tcruno  of nll tho Uember  Staton in order to  produce 
noftwaro  olcnonto  ooch.  Theoo  13  itomo  of  ooftwaro, 
deoigned  and  produced according to coc=on critorio,  covered 
vnriouo  cubjccto  (electricity chemiotry geography,  otc.) and 
wac  oubmittcd nt tho Glaogow  oummor  ochool.  Thio  European 
set  of  educational  ooftwaro  wac  cndo  portable  and 
translatable  into  variouc  languagec  by  tho  oummor  ochool 
organizero •.  ~hey can therefore bo  uocd,  oftor  development, 
in each of  tho llembor  Staton.  · 
Thic  exhibition drew together  como  fifty dclogatoc  froc tho 
12  llocbor Stntoo,  including hondo  of  Eurycl6o  notworl:  Centro 
hcado,  toachorc and  information tochnologioto. 
5.  Tho  fifth  summer  ochool,  organized  by  the  commicoion  in 
cooperation with  tho Universitien of  LiOgo  and Ghent  and  tho 
Belgian  Govcrncent,  took place  from  22nd  to  20th  Septcmbor 
1997.  Ito thceo  vac  1  •Tho  introduction of JUT  into  primary; 
education: ~  ntudien  nnd ~  routen•. 
It  io  ltno\m  that the teachero,  and  among  them,  primary 
tenchoro,  have  great difficultieo in introducing  NIT  into 
their claooroomn. 
Throughout  Ruropc  activitioc arc being developed in  primary 
ochool  clanoroomo  whore  children and teacherc  uoo  tho  nov 
tochnologion. 
Reoenrchero  and  prncticiano  involved in  these  experimento 
often  aok  the  same  questions  and  answer  in  an  original 
manner.  .  The  teacher  must  bo  capable  of  preparing  the 
vnriouo  otngen  of  tho activity in fine detail.  How  muot  tho 
teachero  therefore  be  trained to uoc  tho  now  technology 
efficiently in their profeooion? 
Before  considering  recourse  to  computero  during  ochool 
activitieo,  another  baoic point muot  bo  queried&  to  what 
extent  io  the no"'  technology useful to children  in  their 
nchool  life and  hou can  they bo  implemented to be of  uno? 
In order to carry out an experiment,  it io  not oufficiont to 
doal uith tho training of tho toachora and  tho ovnluntion of - 51  -
tho knowledge  of  tho pupils at a  given time. 
It  io  .alao neceosary to monitor tho  continuation  of  the 
project1n the claooroom,  once the researchers havo  gone,  and 
ito  cxtenoion within  tho school or schools  in a  territory. 
What  are the factoro  favouring this spread? 
Theoe  queotiono  connected  with  teacher  training,  tho 
educational  contribution  of  the new  technology  and  the 
spreading  of  tho  ncquioitions  of  experiments  were  the 
central  themeo  of  tho  oummer  school attended by  oomo  fifty 
participanto vho  camo  from the  12  Community  countrioo. 
All  tho  toachoro,  hoads,  inopectora,  researchers  and 
repreoontativeo of  tho  Eurycl6o  information  notworko  invited 
took  part  in oxporimonto  on tho introduction  of  tho  new 
technology  into  baoic education.  Each  in  turn  explained 
specifically  tho  activities carried out  in  tho  ochoolo. 
Furthermore,  tho diocusoiono  took place on  tho problems  met 
and  on  tho relevance of  tho  solutions found.  Finally  they 
jointly  produced a  practical document  for tho uoe  of  thooo 
preparing an experiment. 
Thio  kind of work  mado  it possible to gain tho  benefit  of 
the opiniono.of external experts on  the current  cxportmcnto 
and  to oupply practical information to thooo  preparing  to 
introduce  tho nev tocltnology into their ochool  curriculuc. 
This  seminar  thuo  met  the basic worries of  tho  world  of 
education. 
6.  The  oixth  oummer  ochool,  organized by tho  Commiooion  in 
cooperation  uiththo  •nautsches  Institut fUr  Fernotudion  an 
deo  Univeroit4t TUbingen•  was  held at TUbingen  from  25th  to 
3lot  October  1997  and  covered:  •Artificial  intelligence, 
intelligent tutor oyotems•. 
Tho  organizoro otartod with  the declaration that tho maooivo 
implementation of cicro-computers has  underlined  tho  lack  of 
couroewaro  in viev of  the education requirementa expreooed. 
Thuo  the uno  of methods,  approaches  and  techniques  arioing 
from  cognitive  poycholoqy and artificial  intelligence  in 
training research activitieo  seem  to bo able to give  \t~ay  to 
repercusnionn  in  tho  area  of  education  both  by  the 
production  of  courseware  and  by the  underlining  of  new 
strategies. 
This  summer  school  aloo dealt with a  data  base  regarding 
artificial intelligence projects. - 52  -
c)  Young  l?.lli2Plo  and  H.!.!  ~ekn 
1.  young  pcoplo  and  tho lliT weok  in Turin, ~  1995, 
Thlo  European  event wao  organized by  EDIAP,  tho  Piedmont 
region,  tho  provinco  and  commune  of  Turin with tho holp  of 
tho  CSI  (n  computor  conoortium),  Flat,  tho  Agnclli 
Foundation,  tho Turin Polytechnic and  tho collaboration  of 
the  Co~oolon of  tho  european  Co~unitico.  Tho  nic wao  to 
offer  young  peoplo  a  broad picture of bow  liiT  io  uood  in 
induotry  and  promote  Internntional Youth  Year.  Tho  150 
young  pcoplo  who  attended ucro ogod  bct:veon  15  and  10  and 
ca~c  fro:~  ochoolo  in tho  10  Uembor  Stntco,  tho  Buropcnn 
Schoolo  nnd  tho  Piedmont aren. ·  Thoy  t:."Cro  ooloctod by  tho 
J.ilniotrioo of  Education  in each of  tho 11C!mbor  Statoo  ond  in 
como  caooo,  nntionnl  compotitiono uoro run  to choooo  thco. 
Cottputor  uorkohopo  t·mro  run by tho CSI, Fint and  tho  Turin 
Polytechnic.  So  tho  youngotcro  had  tho  opportunity  to 
attend  ocoo!ono  on  graphico  (air  quality  control), 
cartography  ( ocreening  \-tea ther  napo  of  Europe  and  tho 
Picc:lr:tont  nron),  using intcrnctive graphic  inatrurnento  to 
produce n  ~odol car nnd  uoing n  pornonnl computer to produce 
omall  trn!ning courooo.  They oleo vinitod  firmn  and  ~ro 
thuo  nblo to occ  tho latent progreoo  in intogroting UIT  in 
·tho Itnlinn buoinooo  ooctor (optical fibre  factorioo,  inter-
plant video librarieo,  electronic ceano of  controlling looco 
etc.). 
There  wore  cultural and  leisure activition in  addition  to 
thio  heavy  ~rork programme. 
2.  European 'l'ourn  {July ,1906} 
In  1906,  tho Commiooion  of  the  European Communitioo  promoted 
tho·  organizntion  of  European  touro in  Franco  for  ochool 
children  fron  the Uember  Staton  in  cooperation  t,rith  the 
office  for  information,  c~unication and  nciontific_.and 
technicnl education  (DIXIT)  of the Hiniotry for Ronoarch  and 
Higher  Education  (~IRES). 
The  aim of tho  European  touro  wan  tor 
make  young  people  aware  of  ncicntific  research, 
introduce  them  to careero in research,  discover  the 
specific features,  facilitate access to oxporimento  and 
topics asoociated with new  technology; 
develop  and  enhance tho  feeling of  belonging  to  a 
European  Community. 
Inter Echangoo  organized  two  European  touro  on  4-12  July  in 
Franco  for about  100  16  to  17  year oldn  who  wero  accompanied 
by  nciontists and  interprctern. 
Participanto  firnt ~ot in Pario wboro thny vicitcd n  lnrgo - 53  -
ocienco  museum  and  in the science and industry  park,  tho 
•Geode•  ocience  complex  and  ita giant spherical cinema,  the 
Palaeo  of  Discovery and the magnificent  planetarium,  the 
•commlaaariat  h  1'6nergie  atomique•  at  Saclay  and  the 
National  Saturn  Laboratory set up around  tho  new  Saturn 
cyclotron. 
Participants were  then divided into two  groupo,  one vioiting 
the RhOno-Alps  and  the COte  d'Azur region,  and  the other the 
Normandy,  Brittany and  tho Val  du  Loire. 
(a)  RhOne-Alps,  COto  d'A:ur 
Tho  young  people had  an opportunity to visit  •solemn• 
at  Palaiseau,  tho only European  firm  producing  oolar 
cello on  an  industrial scale,  the Elf  Acquitaino,  Rhone 
Poulenc,  Inotituto Hax  Von  Lnuo  - Paul  Langevin,  tho 
National  Studico  and  Telecommunicationo  Centro,  the 
Electronic  and  Information  Technology  Laboratory  in 
Grenoble  and  tho Sofia Antipoles ocience  complex  in 
Nlco  where  there arc  120  firms  and  a  research  centre 
forming  tho  largest industrial park in Western  Europe. 
Participanto were also invited to visit historic  oites 
on  the coto d'Azur particularly Vall~urio, St.  Paul  do 
Vcnco  and  tho Haeght Foundation. 
(b)  Normandy,  Brittany and  the Val !!!!, J..oire 
Young  people on  the second  European  Tour  visited  the 
Dassault  company  at St.  Cloud,  the  Electro-nuclear 
centre  at  Flamanville where tho firot  nuclear  chain 
reaction  wac  recorded in 1995,  J4ont  St.  Uichol,  the 
national  wind energy testing centre in  Lannion  ~more 
exporimento  concern  radio  telephone  otationo  nd 
meteorological  observatories,  the Pleumeur  Bodu  oitc 
which  since  1962  has  housed  the  telecommunlcationo 
oatellito otation and  tho  EDF  power  otation at  Chinon. 
Thio  tour of diocovery wao  completed by a  vioit to  the 
Loire Chateaux. 
Both  European  tours wore  a  great success  with  tho 
people  who  were  thuo  introduced  to  the  most 
technology.  Tho  young  people  were  entertained 
evening and  took part in lively discussions. 
3.  Young  people'o ~of  Great Britain (July 2  1997) 
young 
recent 
in  tho 
The  third European young  people's  tour wao  organized in  the 
United  ttingdom  by tho  Department of  Education  and  Science 
with the backing  of  the European Community  from  4th to  11th 
July  1907.  Tho  •central Bureau  for  Educational Vioito  and 
exchangoo•  organized the event,  tho object of  which was  to 
interest  a  group  of  young  people  in  communicationo  and 
industrial control as  well  ao  in art and design. .  - 54  -
The  participanto,  who  came  from  Community  Member  Statco,  wcro 
most  between  16  and  19  yearo old. 
The  young  people' o  tour \7ao  n  groat aucccso.  After a  vioit 
to  London,  tho young  people went  to an introduction to  the 
study  vioit  ochedule.  They  vioited  the  BBC  Televioion 
Centre  where  thoy were  able to look at the  new  technology 
with  regard to production,  graphico  and  interactive  video. 
They  vioitcd  •Acorn Computoro  Ltd.• at  the  Cambridgcohire 
College  of Arto  and  TEchnology,  oome  ochoolo  in  Nottingham 
and  the  London  Borough  of  Brent and tho  Ironbridgo  Gorge 
Muooum,  no  well an  four  newspapcro,  Tho  Birminghac Pont  and 
Uail  Ltd.,  tho Coventry Evening  Telegraph,  tho  Shropnhiro 
Star  Ltd.,  and  tho  Exprooo  and  Star.  Theoc  vioito  enabled 
them  to oec  tho  new  information  technologieo  being put  into 
practice. 
Tho  young  pooplo have  boon  invitod to prepare  n  •Journal• 
rcP9rting. op  t~oir vioit~. 
d)  Seminars 
~\eetings  intended specifically for  teachers trainers ond  inspectors 
we~e held for  the  first  ti~e in 1987. 
1.  tladrid  Seminar  on  teacher training  (26-28 November  1987) 
On  the basis of the presentation of case studies,  the  discussions 
ranged over  three topics,  namely  curricula and  the  educational  sofware 
used  in the  training of teachers;  training teachers  in the use of NIT 
in the classroom;  policies for  training teachers  in  the  NIT.  A working 
party was  set up  for  each of these  topics.  The  first considered the 
changes  necessary in the content of teacher training courses  to enable 
them  to use  the  NIT  ns  n  teaching aid. 
The  second working party  tackled  the  problem of the  relationship bet-
ween  the  training of teachers  in  the NIT(particularly  the evaluation 
of software)  and  the  practical use of these  new  aids  in class. 
The  third working  party dealt with policies for  training teachers 
in the  NIT,  concentrating on  practical training in the use of  the 
~aterials in  the  various classes,  the  assistance to be  given 
teachers  and  the  back-up  to be  provided  regarding  the  use  of materials 
in practice  and  as  a  ~eachir.g aid. 
2.  Seminar  in Soest  (DUsseldorf)  on  the  use of word  processors in 
class  (December  19~7). ~>  Study vlolto  .- 55  -
Within  tho ocopo  of  tho general education programme,  a  study 
vioit  and  exchange  programme  has  been organized  with  tho 
·.P8dagog1ohen  Austauoch-Dienst  •  (PAD)  of  the  Permanent 
Conference  of  Miniotoro  of Culture of the  Lander  of  tho 
German  Federal Republic.  One  of  the aims  of  these vioito  io 
to create a  multiplier offoct in ao  far aa  tho  participanto 
are  able  to  relate to other people the  fruita  of  their 
expericncoo  and  their  information.  Thin  thuc  creatoo 
numerouo  contacts  and  n  network of relationships  For  tho 
first  time,  during  tho academic year 1984-05,  the theme  of 
tho  NIT  was  part of thio programme;  46  scholarshipo  were 
granted  for  otudy vioito to the United  ~ingdom and  FRance. 
Thio  '\>tao  a  voluntarily limited initial  experiment.  Since 
then,  tho number  of ocholarships granted hao  increaood  and 
tho vioito arc developing  throughout  tho Member  Staton. 
Tho  participanto·· felt that, at European level,  }1IT  could 
provide  tho  technical  oupport  for  bettor  cultural 
communication  beyond  tho national  fronticro  and  linguiotic 
boundarieo, ·thereby encouraging better·cooperation  between 
the  European citizeno of  the various Member  States. 
.  . 
It  clonrly  cr:torged  that ltiT io an  excellent  oubject  for 
otudy vioito in that its 
- in of capitol importance in education7 
- covero n  number  of  npocialized field,  such ass  . 
•  equal opportunity; 
•  cultural bandicapo; 
•  the transition  between school and work; 
•  general education and training; 
- cal1o  for  joint offorto. 
f.  Studien telating .tQ.  tho runt inforaation technoloqie!l  in 
education  carried  ~  .QJ1  behalf  2[  tho  ~mmionion 
(Dir.ector~te .Ge11~ral  for- Emplo~inent,  Social Affairs  and  Education), 
1  Education and  microprocessing  ~ ~  European  atrateqieo 
Thin  covcro  the  UK  and  France.  It  was  written  by 
Catherine  Chr6tien and  Fran~ois Michel  for the  •Agence 
Nationalc  pour  lo  d6veloppement  de  1'6ducntion 
permanentc•.  It in  in two  volumes  and  was  printed  in 
Pario in 1992. 
The  otudy  describes  NIT  policies  in  the  education 
oyotcms  in  the  UK  and  France  and  summarizes  tho 
important  aspecto of  the measures  implemented.  Volume 
two  contalno  documentary  based  on  a  oelection  of 
documento  collected during local trips.  The  important 
thing is that each of  the strategies developed  in these 
two  countries  io reflected more  in the  coherence  and 
traditions  of  their  education  systems  than  in  tho 
incorporation of NIT. 
Another  important  finding  io  that  tho  budgetary 
problems  are a  worry  because current operating  budgcto 
do  not  appear  anywhere.  At  best  the  outlay  on 
equipment  can  be  traced,  but tho  running  cooto  can 
never bo  found  ~ith any precision. - 56  -
2  Inform~tlon  technology  !n  education  pnd  vocational 
trnln!ng !n !hn European Community 
Thin  wao  produced  by  tho  Council 
Technology  for  tho  United  ~ingdom. 




io  in  two 
rho  otudy otarto with an analytical description of  the 
provioiono  introduced  to  footer  oxchangco  of 
information  of  tUT  in  education  and  training  at 
national  level  (occ volume  II)  and  Community  level 
(Eurydice,  Cedefop,  Diano-Euronot)  and at international 
lovol  (Council  of  Europe,  EIB,  OECO). 
Tho  : authoro  clearly otatc that none  of  tho  countrieo 
otudiod  yot havo  n  prccioo,  cxhnuotivo  oyotem of  dntn 
collection. 
They  then  go  on  to deal  with the exchange of  computer 
packages  uithin  each  Member  State  and  between  the 
ltem.bcr  Staten. 
An  action programme  and  20  or co  ~endationo  have 
boon  oont to the Commiooion  uith a  view to nccolorating 
oxchango  on  tUT. 
3  Em!  Information  Technology and ito impact  Q!1  .till!.  nclenco 
curricula in nocondnry  r.chooln  in the United  Kingdom 
Thio  \t1llD  produced  by Oundoo  College of  Education in 1903. 
The  otudy  otnrtn  with a  description  of  tho  oducntional 
oystemn  in the  UK  and  then analyoeo  a  number  of  oubjocto  on 
the  baoio  of  a  queotionnairo which  30\  of  tho  oamplo 
anowcred  and  uhich  repreoento  10\ of all ochoolo  in tho  UK. 
Tho  oubjecto  focuo  ons 
(a)  changeo  in tho curriculum and  courso content; 
(b)  tho  rolo  of  tho  computor  in  tho  claoorooa 
(oimulation,  experimentation,  networko); 
(c)  baoic and  continuing training for teachero; 
(d)  remote  ooftwar~ (telex tcxto,  videotexto). 
Variouo  concluoiono  and  recommendations  complete  tho otudy. - 57  -
4  The  effect  of ~  processing 2n  scientific  pub1ect8  !n 
uecondary nchooln !n Franco 
This  wac  produced  by the Institut  national  de  recherche 
~dagoqiquo in 1993. 
Thio  vao  undertaken at tho  same  time as the  Dundee  College 
study.  It dealo vith the effect information technology  hao 
on natural ocienco,  phyoical  science and aathematics. 
It  emerges  from  tho  otudy that,  in spite  of  considerable 
efforto,  computers  arc not yet in ordinary use  because  most 
teachoro  aro  only  beginning to discover  NIT.  This  hao 
nothing to do vith tho technical possibilities of tho  field 
or ito educational potential. 
The  study  ends  with various prospects  and  a  number  of 
suggeotiono  about avenuoo  to explore in the field of  adult 
education,  equipment  and  software. 
S.  Higher education,  industry and~  infor.ation technology 
Thin  vao  tr.rittcn  by Ladislav  Servych  for  the  Inotitut 
euro~cn d'6ducation ot de politique sociale.  It is in  two 
volumes  and  came  out in 1984. 
The  study  quotes  exampleD  fraa  France,  the  Netherlands, 




the  extent  and  nature of  high  level  NIT  training 
roquiremento  and collaboration between higher education 
and  industry; 
tho  weaknesses  and  drawbacks  of  European  systems  of 
higher  education  the  considerable  shortage  of 
equipment  and  software,  the  blatant  inadequacy  of 
qualified  otaff  and  the isolation and  inadequacy  of 
rooearch; 
pornanont  education and,  most  importantly,  exchanges 
between  higher  education  and  industry  tho  two 
principal  otrategioo  for the vital development of  NIT 
training. 
Lastly,  tho study makes  proposals  for practical  action 
at Community  level. •  58  -
Volumo  two  dealo with three particular aopocto  of  tho 
quootion  - unlike  tho  commonest  methods,  theoo  studies 
do  not  look at tho situation or trends  prevailing  in 
any  givon  oystom  (national case atudioo).  Tho  aim  in 
thio case io  to make  a  more  advanced  and theroforo core 
technical  investigation  of  tho  offect  of  NIT  on 
training in tho two  •moot  exposed• areas  - engineering 
(annox  I)  and  management  (annex  II).  Tho  third  otudy, 
which  io oven moro  opociall:od, deals with tho  courno 
in  computer ongineoring offered by  tho  TEchnological 
Univornity of  Compio~no in France  (annex III). 
6  Teaching  find  training  ~  handicapped  through  tho  new 
information technology 
Thin  io by Jorgen  Hansen.  It was  produced  by tho  Official 
Publications Office of  the European Communities  in 1994. 
Tho  idea  hero in to give an overall view of  teaching  and 
training  for  tho handicapped  through  MIT.  It  roforo  to 
certain  ochemon  run in Belgium,  Denmark  and  tho  UK.  Tho 
author han  tho originality of providing a  working definition 
of  •handicapped•,  which  in  a  long way  from  cerebral,  motor 
and  censorial inadequacies. 
He  highlighto  tho  common  handicap  - a  barrier  to 
communication  between  tho oubject and  hio  environment  and 
vice  verna.  NIT  io of major interest here ao  a  moans  of 
communication,  in particular via tho voice,  touch,  reading, 
sound etc. 




and  international  proposals on  NIT  in 
point  the way  to further  developments 
special 
in  this - 59  -
7.  Evaluation  Qf.  edugr.t!onal AAftwaro in  Buroooan  'ommunit_y 
Hembor  ~ountrien (project All6)  Eurycl6e network  and  Ronald 
Pireon - c.n.'l'.  (Bruooolo)  ·  .  . 
o. 
Tho  variouo  Mombor  Statoa  have  adopted  very  different 
policloo  with  rogard  to tho  new  information  technoloqy 
(NIT),  gonorally  oponkinq,  and  more  especially  to  ito 
application  to  oducat!on,  and  have  implemented  those  not 
very eonconitantly nnd at vary different epeods. 
'.· 
An  initinl inquiry hno  boon carried out in cooperation  with 
all tho Buryc16o  controo,  covering tho educational  software 
evaluation procoduroo. 
Tho  inquiry ·gathorod ll cortain lUllount  of information  uhicb 
conetitutoo  nn initial  tranon~tional isago on  tho  oubject. 
Thia initinl oynthooio uno  covorod  by Nevolottor No.  2  from 
tho nuryel6o notworl:,  t:!hich  will bo circulated in 1989 ,(cf. 
point h .below).  · .. 
Inventon  gf computo1::n !n .Ru;opoan Community  Member.  Sta_tp_ 
ochooln  (Projoct A126) .. 
Euryel6o  network  nnd  nonald  Piroon  C.B.'l'. 
(Druosolo) 
Tho  object of thio inquiry hao  been defined as an attempt to 
identify the prenont oituation and  the main  trendo  regarding 
computoro  uood  in Community ltember Stato schoolo.  It io  in 
fact important to try to get this matter right,  ac  tho  need 
for uniformity and  otandnrdization in becoming more  and moro 
urgent  every  day.  Thio  inquiry was  aloo  carried  out  in 
cooperation vith tho Eurycl6o Contreo. 
Major  trcndo,  in pnrticular tho trend of  heterogeneity  of 
information  technology  equipment  but  ~lao  n  certain 
otandardization  of  purchaoing  policieo  and  operating 
oystemn,  have  been  found  by tho  inquiry,  tho  roaulto  of 
which  havo  been  oummarizod  in Newulotter No.  1  fro~  tho 
EuryclOo  network which tlill be circulated in 1988 (cf.point h  below 
An  well  an  thin  information  of  general  interest,  which 
constituteD  good  information base,  the inquiry  shows  the 
need  to·  be  able  to have in the  medium  term  a  oet  of 
investigating tools permitting the production of better  and 
more  in-depth resulto. 
9.  The  handbooks 
In order to back  tho efforts of  teachero in tho  introduction 
of  NIT  into  ochoolc,  tho Comminnion  have  asked  for  the 
publication  of  three accompanying  handbooks  inspired  by 




- 60  -
Tho  firct,  produced  by J.B.  Ewing  and  Mr.  u.  Robotcon 
(Dundee  Coll~qo of  Education -Scotland),  covoro  tho 
integration  of  NIT  in secondary  ochoolo,  in  human 
ociencouJ  it doalo with tho means  of  uoo  of  databaoco, 
oimulationo  and  interactive video. 
Tho  occond  publiohed by H.  Blansdorf  (Kiol  Univeroity) 
in  applicable to the opecific ecienceo  and  oxplains, 
backed  by  examploo,  the  uoe  of the NIT  in tho aroao  of 
chemiotry,  biology and  phyoico. 
Tho  third,  tho reoult of  n  cooperative otudy  (Fronch-
opoaking  Belgium,  Franco,  United  ~ingdom)  io  being 
published.  It dealo core copecially with oxamplco  of 
uoo  of  NIT  in primary ochoolu,  prcoentation  of  tho 
development  of  integration  of  NIT  into  tho  ochool 
claoooo  oboorvod • 
.Suboidien 
Suboidico  have  been granted  for projecto having  a  European 
dimension  and  rcoponding to the centreD  of  interest of  the 
work  programme. 
In  1987,  oovoral  oympooia  benefited from  tho  Commiooion'o 
nupport:  in particular a  oympooium  which  wao  hold in  Parle 
and  wao  organized by tho Oniveroity of  Lancaotor  had  the 
object  of  creating  a  data  bank  containing  tho  baoic 
information  necesaary for oetting up  a  European  net\,rorlt  of 
rescarchcro opecializing in NIT  and education. 
h)  Products 
Various  products  were  prepared  in 1987. 
Teachers'  handbooks  on  the  incorporation of NIT  in the  human  sciences 
were  prepared  by  British and  German  teams.  These  handbooks  will  be  translated 
into the  languages of those  Member  States whishing to distribute  them.  The 
same  applies  to  the  handbook  on  the  use  of computers  in  primary schools 
(completed  in June  1988). 
A brochure  has  been  prepared  by  the  European  Eurydice  Unit;  this brochure 
gives  a  description of the centres of the  Euryclee  network  and  has  been 
translated into all  languages.  It will  be  distributed  in  1988. 
!he conclusions  reached  at European  ~eetings  a~e  surn~arized in various 
Conmission  publications,  such as Social  Eu~ope (wide  circulation revieuw), 
Eurydice  ~ews  (p~cduced by  the  European  Eurydi=e  Unit  on  behalf of the 
Cc~~ission) and  the  Newsletters  (see  below). 
Any  interested party  may  obtain more  detailed reports  from  the  Commission. 
- Information notes  called Newsletters are  proc·Jced  by  the National 
Council  for  Educational  Technology  on  behalf of the  Commission.  These 
Newsletters are  sent  to  the  Euryclee  network  which  distributes  them.  They 
consist of information  files on  the  role of  the  NIT  in  schools  and  give 
information on  European  meetings.  For exemple,  the conclunionn of these 
studies  (see f.7 and 8  above)  on  the evaluation or educational software 
in the  Uee~ber States and  on  the  inventory of coml>uters  in  ~!ember States  • 
schools are  su~~arized in  the first  two  Newsletters. '·-·-·~·-· ........... ·-· ·--..-.-.--···· ·-· ·-----·...---.--.. _. __ .. ·--·-· -·---·  ... -····· ..  ··-··--·---·- ····---------- ..............  ....... 
~!';. :.1~  ·-~-~!}  , ..  2:1)'WMt:Yr.:t~;tJ•'~~"UN.•rf!!~...,•w ~  s • ;re 
Tear  Period 
1983  7-9.12 
COMHONlTI  ACTIO! 
Type  of 
activity 




Ttachina  computer 
atudiet 
ANNEX.  I 
----·1-·----------- ---------------- -------------- -------------------------
1984  3-06.6 
3-13.7 
Sympotium 
SWIIJler  achool 
Jfevcutle 
Nice 
llt -teaching applied 
computer  languageo 
and  their uee  in 
education 
----·------------- ---------------- ------------- ~------------------------
1985  7-lO.S  Sympolium 
4-08.11  Sympo oiuc 
4-13.7  Smzmer  ochool 
11.2  Study  visits 




France,  tJJ: 
'!'urin 
llt and  further 
teacher trainins 
liT in technical 
and  vocational 
education 
introduction of NIT 
in primAry  echool 
J:llt  and  new 
indue tries 
---- ------------- ---------------- -------------- -------------~----------
1.986  26-28.5  Sympotium  !nschede  development  of 
educa.  software 
8-1S.7  Swzmer  ochool  Ghent  analysis,  methods 
and  evaluation of 
the  educational 
proceu vhen 
introducing course-
vare  in school. 




1lhone,  Alps 
Provence, 
Cote d'Azur ··-·----·- ···---~---· ..  ·-·  ·-··.  t- .. 
....  0  n toft Me  •  =t  M  ¢  rt-- ·  ····==·--·  ... · 
0 
- ~·.., 4  .. _ 
1987  U-24/6  Seminar:-.:.:...  Parle  Creation  of  a 
network  of 
ruearchoro 
4-12/7  •Youth•  voolt  U.E. 
7-14/7  Swmner  echool  Gluaov  Softvaro dadsn 
and production 
22-28/9  Summer  achool  LUge  NIT  1nd  priwu:y 
tcbooles 
d1fficu1 tlee in 
introducl.nn  111'1' 
25-31/10  Sum:nor  acbool  toblnaon  Artificial 
intelliganco  a 
intelligent 
tutor ayotcmo 
25-29/11  Semi!Ulr  Madrid  IJ:apUca tion of 
eoftvaro  in 
teacher 
traintna 
2-4/12  Seminar  DOneldorf  Vord-procoooing 
in the  claaarooo 
0-12/12  Sympotium  Coimbra  Evaluation and 
- .  circulation of 
lilt in education 
-
.  -. ,.  .  '.~  ...  -~ __  .._,,w.~ .........  J  ..................... ~  .............. -...-..-..-.-• .._·---·-·----------· •·•--·• ..... ·- -······ 
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ANNEXi.  11 
ACTIVITIES  lJNDERTM!EN  lBQ11  ~  %Q  l.2J11  %Q.  lMPLEMENt  :m& 
RESOLUTION 
At community  levol,  and with c 
view to supplementing and oup-
porting tho action of  tho 
Kember  atatoo,  tho initiativoo 
listed below will bo  implomontod 
between now  and  3lot Docombor  1987. 
1. Organization of a  oorioo of 
moetingo,  oeminaro  and  oyuposia, 
aimed at diocuosing tho oxpor-
ioncoa of the Member  Staten vith 
regard to the introduction of the 
new  informAtion tochnologioo into 
school programmoo,  in particular 
on  the following pointo: 
!. ouitablc targoto  nnd  mothodo 
of making  pupilo  familiar with 
the now  information technology 
and ito offccto' 
Syupoaia  (decioivo)  in 
~eillco (Docembor 
1983),  Newcastle  (July 
1904),Portugal  (Doccmbor 
1987). 
the poonibility of applying  Syupomia  (deeioivo)  in 
the ne\'1  information technology  Boloqna  (May  1995),  En-
ii. 
iii 
in the varioun  teaching subjects  schede  (May  96);  oummer 
and  tho possible consequences  ochools  (reoearchers/ 
on  tho organization of odueationJ  toachera )in llice  (July 
1984),  Li~go (July 1905), 
GBERt  (July 1986),  LiOgc 
(case studieo - occondary 
school,  July  1997), 
GLasgow  (production  of 
European  software - July 
the potential contribution of 
tho  new  technology to the 
education of children with 
special needo; 
1987),  TUbingen  (the 
contribution  of 
artificial  intelligence 
to  education  (October 
1987)~  seminary 
(teachers)  in  Uadrid 
(November  1907  - NIT  and 
teacher  training), 
DUsseldorf  (use of  word 
processing  in  the 
classroom  December 
1987). 
a)  Study being carried 
out into the contri-
bution of word-pro-
cessing  and  word 
oyntheoizern  in 
learning to read and 
write  (within  the 
framework  of  the -~ -·-.... -- ...................  , ...........................................  4  ..  ' .............  .-4-.---...  .  .....  _&...  ... , .......... - ------·-·····---- •• --· -··-·.- -· 
iv) 
v) 
otratogioc loading to n 
.greater participation of 
girlo in ochool  nnd  teaching 
activitioc affoctod by tho 
b) 
now  information  technologies: 
Relationshipc  between cchool 
teaching,  vocational training 
.  'and other more  advanced training 
in view of tho  tllok conoisting -
of  favouring  fnmilinriEation 
\'Ti th tho new  information tech- : . 
nologioo  and maotoring thaD. 
·e·aeeaee _.. 
prevention  of 
illiteracy) 
Activitioo  carried 
out by tho  hnndicapc 
office - Seminar  at 
Bocnsbrook 
nothorlnndo  (1906) 
(on  tho  handicapped 
and  lliT,  including 
children):  otudiec 
on thio oubjoct. 
Roconrch  - nction on 
oqual opportunities 
o.nd  II IT  ( propllrn  tory 
phano  complotod:  op-
rational phnoo under 
uny during  ncadonic 
yoor 07-00). 
Borlin Seminar on 
technical  teaching 
and  FP  ( 1905) • 
2.  Tho  organization of  a  visit and exchange  General  otudy 
vioito 
programme  intended primarily for teacher 
trainoro in order to enlarge their 
practical and  professional oxporicnco; 
3.  The  execution of comparative analyses 
with a  view to increaoing the trans-
ferability of  software and  courseware 
and  to appreciate better the educational 
value of  the various  systems; 
4.  Setting up an proceso of exchanging 
information and data  from experience 
taking account of the use  ~de so far 
of the Eurydice  network. 
The  Education Committee will follow up 
the execution of  tho programme  on  tho 
basis of work progreso  reports which 
will be  submitted to it regularly by 
the Commiooion.  By  30th Juno  1989 it 
\:fill draw up an overall report on tho 
results  of  the  initiatives  taken  at 
Community  level  in  the  ~~~~~~-~!!!~! 
programme 
Cooperative projects 
under t-Illy  aimed  n t 
producing the Euro-
pean  ooftware  (2 
software  awaited: 
cother  tongue; 
foreign  language); 
Glaogo\'7  u. E. 
referred to above. 
Burycl~e: created 
1986:  mcchangen 
vithin the network 
operating by elec-
tronic mail;  broch-
ure produced  by 
Eurydice  \>rill  be 
available in Decem-
ber. 
An  initial interim 
report wao  adopted 
by  the Council  in 
November  1996;  tho 
final report io 
being propnrcd. 6( 
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ANNEX  Ill 
WORK  PRQGRAMME  1986-1907,,  adopted by the Council  in  November 
1986. 
1.  Thio  programme  of activities ie to complete  the  Work 
Programme  for  1995-1907  (COM(94)  722  final)  which 
implomento  tho  Council Resolution of  19.9.1993. 
2.  One  outcomo of tho activitioa chonld  bo  recommondationo 
for  a  \J'Ork  programme  for  19BB  to 1991.  Tho  approach 
outlined  horo  for  tho  next  eighteen  months  loado 
directly to thoir selection. 
Activit,i.on ~  1906-1901 
3.  Consolidation .Q.f.  mdstinq achievemento .f!.M  th('l  .fJo"  of 
..lnfogn.at,i.on 
Tho  rooponciblo national officialo will  continuo 
to moot  regularly in Brussels to maintain tho  flow 
of information exchanges ot national nnd  Community 
level,  coordinllte Community action and advioo  tho 
Commiooion  departments  on the  progrcco  of  and 
follou up to this action. 
The  headn  of the centres in tho  EURYCLEE  netlrork 
vi.ll  moot  rcqularly  to  dofino  tho  hnriDonizcd 
productn  uhich  tho  network  ~ill  eupply.  A 
brochure  prcocnting  the controo in  the  notuork 
will  bo publiohed in the course of  1986  t1ith  tho 
technical  aooistanco  of  tho  EURYDICE  European 
Unit.  A  lint  identifying  the  moot  important 
innovatorn  in the field of HITs  and  education will 
be  compiled and regularly updated.  The  network 
will  aloo  provide a  regularly  updated  lict  of 
national  conferences,  seminars  and  exhibitionn 
taking  place.  The  possibility of introducing  an 
electronic  mail system to speed  up  exchanges  and 
strengthen  cooperation  between  centreo  'rill  be 
examined.  Finally,  national  reporto  on  the 
introduction  of  NITs  in  education  will  be 
regularly updated by the centres. 
Increasing  exchanges  and  cooperation  with 
international organizations. 
Exchanges  of  information between  teacher traineru. 
4.  Theme  for  1996-1987 
The  topic stimulating most  interest in Member  States at 
present  io ooftwaro development, and  thio will be  tho 
themo for tho uork during the next oightoen non  tho.  A!l ·- ..  - ----·-··'··--- ...  _.._ ___________ ....... •····· 
~----------~··-=••--~---~--~~~~~-~-~--=-----·-·-=----~~·---·-.c-•~--•M'«~  ..  •·----~=-------------
it  wao  the topic of the Notherlanda  aeminor  ond  tho 
Summer  Univeraity in Gont,  it haa  been  launchod  fron  o 
gonorally  accoptod background.  Software  dovolo~ont 
ohould  be approachod,  not no  tho production of o  number 
of  independent  itemo,  but with  full  integration  into 
tho curriculum boing taken into account.  Othor  thcmo~ 
to  follow include aoftwaro diooeaination,  comounicntion 
and  tho  impact on primary ochoolo.  It ic not onvioagcd 
that any  theme will be cxhauoted uithin ito  particular 
time-opan,  but that initiativoo vill havo  boon  ctartcd 
that  can bo  continued both through thio ProgrllOC!l  and 
other oupport. 
5.  Tho  activitioo  and projocto vill bo  oooociotcd  uith 
thin  themo,  approached  from  the four pointe  of  viou 
identified in tho  'llorlt Programme'. 
- A.  the introduction of NITa  in teaching prncticoo  and 
curricula, 
- B.  training of  teachers  and  teacher training, 
- c.  ooftwaro,  courneware and oqui{DQ!lt  oyotOI:UJ, 
- D.  the economic anpoctn. 
In  addition,  implementation involveo  activitioo  and 
meaoures  by governmento  of Member  Staten to onourc that 
the introduction of  NITs  io realized on  a  broader ocalc 
in education. 
6.  Criteria 
The criteria behind tho identification and practice  of 
the activitieo nhould  include the following: 
the  activity  nhould  involve a  Dinimuc  of  thr~ 
Member  States 
adopted  · tho  activity  ohould  lead  to~ra.rdo 
further  and  wideoproad  collaborative  work 
between  the Uembor  Staten 
the  work within tho activity should benefit  from 
added value derived  from  the European dimension 
the  outcomes  ohould be  formative  and  helpful 
throughout  Europe 
the  activities  nhould  relate  to  and  involve 
practitioners an  far ao  possible. 
7.  Each  activity ohould be  followed up  and  developed  as 
far  as  practicable.  Any  lessons  learned  nhould  be 
diooeminatcd  with ao much  publicity ao  appropriate  in 
each Kember  Stato.  Tho  EURYCLB£  network uill ncoiot in .....  •· .....  ___ ......  ·-·- --·- ...  -·· ...... -·-·· .. 
·--~  • 
thin,  and  in interlinking tho projccto t-lith  each othor. 
9.  .p.reas  .Q1 !!Q!k 
To  promote tho  theme of  ooftware dcvolopmont,  l<Jorl:  uill 
take place in tho  following  arean: 
a)  Preparing !hft ground 
taking  into account  tho need  to  mtchanqo 
ooftwaro  and to footer  joint  dovolop~ont 
bot\'roon  countr.i.oo,  o  roport,  involving 
ovidonco  fron llll  Um:lbor  St.ntoo,  uill  bo 
prepared  devcribing  tho  low)l  of 
coopnration  that io prncticnl b·ntt·l'·OOn  tho 
otatoo  and identification of the  problc~ 
to be overcomo. 
a  model  will bo developed to  fontor  tho 
exchange  of  c~paricncc  concerning  tho 
development  and  applicntion  of  co~putor 
baood  teaching mnterialo.  Thio uill  tnko 
into  account  tho  rclovrmt  cultural 
oirnilaritioo  and  ctr.r~n  pgropnctivoo 
bot\-roon  Memb3r  Staten •  '·  ParticulGr 
attention vill bo pnid to tho  pror~otion  of 
greater equality of educational opportunity 
for girln. 
b)  Collaborntivo  dovolopmon~ 
To  further ctimulatc  cooper~tivo nctivity,  throe 
typon  of  ooftlmro dovelop:ncnt projccto  tJill  be 
promotcdz 
two  projecto will take place,  cnch  involving 
three  or  four  ltcmbcr  StateD,  uhich  ·uill 
involve  collaborative  dovclop::':!Dnt  of 
ooftwaro.  Each group of  Ue.mb~r Statoo  nill 
work  together to develop  r.ateritllc,  tal:inq 
account  of  their  integration  into  tho 
curriculum and  clavoroom practice. 
the Community will call together scminaro  to 
prepare specificationz and  outline programmes 
throuqh  the  following r;trateqy.  Each  Hcmber 
State will provide  a  team of  four,  a  teacher 
trainer,  curriculum  developar,  chariomatic 
teacher  and  adminiotrator,  and  thcso  uill 
meet  together  in  two  ncrninnrs  of  ni% 
countrieo each to debate and  proparo pnclcagoo 
in  outline.  Tho  tarqot uill  b~  cllrofully 
opacified  beforehand by tho  Commiooion,  and 
it  io  hoped  that each  Ucmb~r  State  Hill 
encourage  final  production  of  tho  itomn 
identified.  During tho ncninaro,  prob.."lbly of -- .... 
............................ ~  .....  .a....-~•··---• ·•• .....  I  ..... , .....  = 
five dayo  duration,  the exchangoo  of 
practice  proccdurco  ulll  oncourago 
underotandlng  and help to otimulnto 




a  oeminar for  individualo  from  ooch  Uombcr 
State  will  be hold to  develop  idono  into 
draft programcon,  including tho uoo  of  toolo, 
in n  collaborative  a~spbero.  Theoo  can  bo 
further developed in tho homo  otnto.  The  nin 
hero in to oproad gonorlll ol:illo  nnong  thooo 
'-'Iho  nro  rolntivoly  nm·r  to  progrll.l':::~ 
dovolopmont. 
'l'opico  for devolop:::!nnt uill ro  ngrood  ui  th  onch 
project,  but nttcntion ohould bo  paid  to  ooft'l:mro 
for children l'rith  opccinl ncerl!J,  and aloo to  thnt 
aimed  at  enouring  cqunlity  of  educational 
opportunity for girlo. 
In all theoo activitioa,  one of  tho outcomno  uill 
bo  tho  identification of  problomo  thnt  inhibit 
exchange  of  progr~o b~~~  lleobor Stntoo  nnd 
collaborative dovelo~t, nnd  tho Con:miooion  uill 
prepare  n  doclli.'lcnt  outlinir:g  thooo  ioouoo  on 
completion of theoc projcctn nnd  ocminnro. 
c)  Tho  neodo  of  teacher trninern 
A  thrco-dny oacinnr uill ~  ~ld to  OT.nrnino  the 
teacher  trnining  roqni~snto  nooociatcd  uith 
computer  ooftwaro.  Tbio  ~11  bo  carefully 
targeted  on  teachoro  and  teacher  trninoro, 
relating  to opecific and typical  natorinlo  fro~ 
each  Member  State,  and  producing  a  report 
identifying  a  range of particular npproachoo  nnd 
tactico  adopted,  and their charactoriotico.  The 
final  outcome  trill  be  n  docum'Jnt  providing 
npecific rocommcndationn  for noftwaro dovcloporo. 
d)  Sharing classroom experience 
two  oeminarn  for  teachcrn will be  hold  to 
explore  different wayn in \·rhich  ooftl"raro  in 
used.  Tho  objective  uill  bo  to  oharc 
experiences,  identify noeda  for tho  ooftunro 
and  identify  ceano of  encouraging  further 
exchanges  between  teachern  in J.tembcr  Staton. 
The  two  topics  will be  tho  uoo  of  'Hord-
procosning  with 13  nnd  14  year oldo  in  non-
vocational leooono,  and tho  uco of  dntnbaoon 
in ocionco teaching uith children of  oLmilar 
agos.  In  each oeninar, oach  nernbor  State 
uill  be  asked  to  oond  throe  tonchcro, 
preferably  thoso  ~o  can act as  nultipliorn 
ui  thin  thoir mm countrioo.  I!.nnb!)r  Stater: ... •·  ... ·-.  . ____ .,. ___ - ... - ~  ...  -. .  .. . .. .  .  . .  ... . .  .  .  .. -· ·-......... ---. . .. .  .  ·- ·- ... --. .  ...... -·. .  . .  . 
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may  like  t~ provide videos of  tho  teachoro  ~t 
work  to illuminate tho  presentationo.  Tho 
Commiooion  will  provide a  report  on  tho 
oeminaro. 
the current experience of primary tcachcro  in 
using  ooftware  will be  tho  oubjoct  of  an 
inveotigation  in Hembor  Staton.  Particular 
attention will be paid to the  identification 
of  common  problems. 
two  reports  uill  be  prepared,  each 
identifying  interesting  experiencoo  and 
. practice  i.n  tho  uoe  of  coft\'laro  in  tho 
claooroom.  One  vill concentrate on  Science, 
tho other on  Human  Scienceo. 
o)  Vioitn 
tho exchange  study vioito during thic  period 
will be  for  software developero,  and  be  aimed 
at  vioitc  to  sites  where  development  io 
taking  place to explore procodureo,  tcctico 
and otratogies. 
throe tours  by young  people uill tako  placo, 
helping  them  to  share  oxparioncon  end 
identify the use of  information technology in 
each others education. 
f)  Technical problems 
one  major  issue  inhibiting  exchange  and 
collaboration  is  the  translation  problem, 
encompaooing  both  compater  ~nd  national 
languages.  Thio will be approached  in  the 
following way: 
a  forum  of oxperto,  one  from  oacb  l·!ombcr 
State,  will  meet to identify  tho  computer 
language  and  operating  system  ioouoo.  A 
feature of the outcome of thio  forum  t.Yill  bo 
tho  cooto  involved in adopting a  range  of 
strategies.  Attention  vill  be  paid  to 
problems  of portability and  distribution  of 
software. 
a  selection of  six progracmeo,  not generic or 
content  free,  will  be  identified  by  tho 
Commission  in consultation uith  tho  Ucmber 
Stato,  and  a  number of  countrioo  uill  bo 
invited  to translate theo for uno  in  their 
own  ochoolo.  A  very careful analyoio of  tho 
procedures,  strategieo  and  cooto  uill  be 
undertaken,  tho  final  report  froo  tho 
oxercioo  providing  guidolinoo  ond rocommondationo  for future activitioo. 
9)  evaluation 2! software 
Tho  Commionion  will collect evidence  from  each 
Member  Stato  on  tho  different  approaches  and 
criteria  adopted  for  ooftwaro evaluation.  Thone 
will bo collated and  a  poosiblo Community  approach 
will  be  prepared for appraisal  by  each  Ucmbor 
State. 
h)  f_oll0\!1-UJ?. 
During  and  after  each  of  tho  activitioo  and 
projects  outlined  abovo,  tho  Commiaoion  uill 
oupport  ouch  follow-up work  and mootingo  an  nro 
noccsoary  to draw out tho practical bonofito  for 
further  taokn  and  for tho information  of  llcmbor 
Staton. 
i)  Presentation Qf keportn 
At  tho ond of  1997,  a  oeminar for docinion rnnl-.:oro, 
cxperto and practitionoro ~11 bo hold to  rocoive 
the  rcporto of all the projecto  outlined  abovo. 
Thone vill bo accompanied by a  very cpocific  liot 
of  rccommendationn  which Hembor  Staton  uill  bo 
invited  to  agree  and  implement  in  their  own 
countrico. 
9.  Forccantinq tho Futuro 
The  Commionion will arrange for  an  occaoional  cnchangc 
of  views  between national expertu on  futuro  technical 
and  educational  dovclopmcnto  and  their  impact  on 
education in uchoolo.  Papero  from  thcoe cxchnngco uill 
be  provided  to  Member  Staten  to  illuminate  their 
decision making. 
10.  Other  EEC  activition 
The  Commlusion  will  prepare  papero  outlining  the 
implicationo of  other EEC  initiatives that rolato to or 
have  a  bearing  on  this  Work  Programme.  Personal 
reports  will  continue  to be  made  at  the  biennial 
meetings  of  thooe with national responsibility. COMMISSION 
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